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Carter Urges Egypt's Parliament
To 'Seize Opportunity' For Peace

STAYING BUSY — County Attorney Max Parker,
seated, and assistant
County Attorney David Buckingham, have plenty to
keep them busy with
their annual caseload.

Caseload In County
Attorney's Office Up
By JANICE MARTIN
Calloway Co. Public Relations
Felonies, traffic violations, and
misdemeanors are just a few of the
cases that County Attorney Max Parker
and Assistant County Attorney,,David
Buckingham handle each year.
Under the new court system, city
court or city prosecutors no longer
exist, and every criminal case is
handled through the county attorney's
office. Out of a total case load in 1978
alone the county attorney's office
handled 227 juvenile cases, and 701
misdemeanors, 1617 traffic cases, and
133 felonies for a total of 2678 cases.
According to Parker,felony cases are
only partially handled by their office.
The county attorney's office will
prosecute the felon, and have a
preliminary hearing after which it is
then turned over to the commonwealth
attorney for further action.
Parker added that one of the largest
problems in his office are domestic
fights which 'ire usually settled by trial
time. Cold-checking is also a large
problem in Calloway County which is
being handled jointly by the county
attorney's office and sheriff's department.
According to Buckingham, there has
been great improvement in the court
system involving traffic violations. All
traffic tickets have to be accounted for
in Frankfort, and all tickets are
recorded in open court for the public.
"We've had great cooperation from
city police, sheriff's department and
the State Police," Buckingham said.
Parker was born and raised in
Calloway County graduating from
Calloway County High School and
Murray State University. He worked
his way through school and in 1969
moved to Louisville to teach history and
distributive education at Louisville
Male High School. While teaching there
he attended the University of Louisville

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
,
CAIRO, Egypt, (AP) — Presidled
Carter told Egypt's parliament today
that Anwar Sadat's Arab critics are
advocating renewed war and further
suffering for their people by attacIdag
the Egyptian president's negotiations
with Israel.
Speaking hours before flying to Israel
for further peace talks, Carter declared
that an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty is
"within our grasp."
Carter added: "Let us seise this
opportunity while we have it ... My
friends, my brothers, let us complete
the work before us. Let us find peace
together."
But Egyptian officials said today a
peace treaty isn't yet wrapped up, and
they said Sadat was being cautioned by
top advisers to resist concessions on the
Palestinian issue.
The advisers are concerned about
what would happen if Sadat agrees to a
U.S. compromise suggestion that would

Law School and graduated in 1973. He
then practiced law at Schaffer and
Airhart in Louisville for three years.
Parker is married to the former Gail
Treas of Murray and they have one son,
Conrad age 11.
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not bind Israel to a rigid timetable for
granting Palestinian self-government.
The advisers warn Sadat that he
could face increased isolation in the
Arab world or even economic sanctions
from the oil-wealthy Saudi Arabians,
according to Egyptian officials who
asked not to be named.
Sadat, who also addressed the
parliament, praised Carter and called
him "a man of values and morals."
Sadat said "we are exerting all efforts and cooperation and faithful
commitment" to gain peace.
The Egyptian lawmakers interrupted
Carter 14 times with applause.

Carter made a strong show of support
for Sadat, who has been called a traitor
by some fellow Arab leaders because of
his attempts to conclude a treaty.
"We are ready to work with any who
are willing to talk peace. Those who
attack these efforts are opposing the
only realistic prospect that can bring
real peace to the Middle East," Carter
said.
"Let no one be deceived. The effect of
their warlike slogans and their rhetoric
is to makel.hem, in reality, advocates
of the status quo, not change — advocates of war, not peace — advocates
of further suffering, not of achieving

Hospital's Blood Bank
Receives Accreditation
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has been awarded a two-year accreditation
by
the
American
Association of Blood Banks (AABB),
according to David Walker, chief
medical technologist at MCCH.
Accreditation follows an intensive onsite inspection by specially trained
representatives of the association, and
establishes that the level of medical,
technical and administrative performance within the facility meets or
exceeds the rigorous standards set by
the AABB. By successfully meeting
those requirements, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital joins more than 2,000
similar facilities across the United
States that have earned the accreditation rating and recognition.
David L. Barrett, M.D., director,
explained: `"The,AAIFIB's inspection
and accreditaiion procedures are
voluntary. It is not legally necessary
for a blood bank or transfusion service
to be accredited, but like many others,
our facility has sought accreditation
because it represents a level of
professional and medical expertise that
meets and exceeds government
regulations. The primary goal of the
program is to assist facilities like ours
to achieve excellence, and thus provide
higher quality blood, blood products

and service to patients."
The standards for blood banks and
transfusion services were set by a panel
of experts in the field, composing the
AABB Committee on Standards, and
are enforced by the AABB National
Committee on Inspection and
Accreditation. Not only do these
standardeset the level of professional
proficiency for blood banks and transfusion services in the United States,
but they provide the basis of practice
for similar facilities around the world.
Founded in 1947, the AABB is the only
national organization in the United-7States devoted exclusively to blood
banking and blood transfusion services.
Its membership of scientists,
physicians,
nurses,
medical
technologists and administrators is
engaged in all aspects of the field.
Other programs and services offered
by the AABB include the national
clearinghouse, a mechanism allowing
donors to replace blood for friends or
relatives living anywhere in the
country; the rare donor file; frozen
blood depots; continuing education
programs; reference libraries for information exchange and consultation;
a voluntary hepatitis detection-testing
program; public and professional information services and professional
publications.
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Tennessee Man
Killed In Wreck
Friday Afternoon
A two car collision at 5:10 p.m.
yesterday at the intersection of U.S. 641
and Ky. 1364, seven miles north of
Murray,claimed the life of a Tennessee
man.
Dead is Terry G. Dunlap, 25, of Route
2, Dresden, Tenn. He was the driver of
one of the cars.
Bobby Vickers, 44, one of Dunlap's
passengers and also from Dresden, was
admitted to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he is listed in serious
condition. Another passenger, Samuel
D. Vickers, 20, was not injured.
According to state police reports,
Dunlap failed to stop at the intersection
when a car heading north on U.S. 641,
driven by Gregory H. Culver, 21, of
Route 1, Benton,struck the Dunlap auto
on the left side.

MSU Officials Taking Look At High Grade Averages
Officials at Murray State University
are looking into the recent sharp increase in the number of students
qualifying for the dean's list.
Last fall, the school said that 72
percent of Murray's undergraduates
qualified for the dean's list, and that 32
percent of all grades assigned during
that semester were As.
Only 14 percent of grades assigned
last fall were below the C level:

"We have a number of questions we
are asking ourselves," said Dr.
Richard Butwell, Murray vice
president for academic affairs.
"Suffice it to say," added Butwell,
"the president (Dr. Constantine
Curris), myself, most of the deans and
many of the faculty are asking,'Do we
really have students that good?"
Among the reasons cited for the
apparent grade inflation, if indeed the

students are no smarter than in past
years, include:
— Students being required to do less
work than in previous years to attain a
high grade.
— Departments may be giving higher
grades in hopes of attracting more
students, as well as the increases in
funding and faculty that accompany
enrollment increases.
— Students may be dropping difficult

classes rather than take a low grade,
and decide instead to stay only with the
classes in which they are doing well.
Apparently grade inflation isn't
confined to colleges. Murray State
Registrar Wilson Gantt said that high
school seniors entering Murray in 1966
carried a C-plus average, while entrants now sport a B average.
But Gantt said that entrancescores
have remained fairly stable over that

'India A Cultural Shock'Says
Visitor After Month-Long Stay
By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
"It was extremely interesting,
educational,
exhausting
and
frustrating," Lois Keller said.
"It would be like putting all the
people in Murray on the court square,
in old clothes and with all their pets,"
Don Keller added.
Those were the impressions of India
that the Kellers, College Farm Road,
had after spending January in that
country as part of a 13-member group
sponsored by the Sierra Club.
The Sierra Club policy emphasizes
that the main purpose of foreign outings
is to learn about the opportunities and
problems of conservation in various
countries, Keller explained.
"We've always been interested in
wildlife, parks and the environment,"
Keller stated
Their interest in wildlife was even to
the extent that they would wake up at 5
a.m., mount elephants and ride in
search of one-horned rhinoceros and
wild buffalo
The early wake-up call was because
most of the wildlife would only come out
early in the morning or late in the afternoon, Keller said. The elephants
were used because the elephant grass
was to tall too see things otherwise.
"You had to get on the elephant from
a platform. Then, the elephant. rider
would hit the elephant in the head with
a tire iron and he would lumber along,"
•

the human dignity to which long sttffering people of this region are entitled."
Carter's address to the People's
Assembly, which will be called on to
ratify any Egyptian-Israeli pact, was
the major televised address of his twoday visit to Egypt.
He said that the United States is
ready to "share some of the burden" of
a peace treaty.
He hinted strongly at additional U.S.
military aid for Egypt, saying, "Cur
policy is that each nation should have
the ability to defend itself, so that it
does not have to depend on external
alliances."
But he said, "The United States does
not seek a special position for itself,"
indicating he won't seek U.S. military
bases which Egyptians have said they
would not approve anyway.
The parliament's most enthusiastic
applause came when Carter quoted the
Moslem holy book, the Koran: "If thine
adversary incline toward peace, do
thou also incline toward peace, and
trust in God."

Keller added.
'The scenery in the national parks and
ie sanctuaries also included deer,
pigs, golden monkeys, pythons,
benkal tigers and a diverse collection of
birds. But, more could be seen and not
necessarily from the top of an elephant.
"It's wasn't anything out of the ordinary to see camels, donkeys, oxen,
bison, cars, bikers and buses on the
streets," Keller commented.
"India is a cultural shock," Mrs.
Keller observed while visiting the cities
of Dehli, Jaipur, Agra, Varanasi,
Calcutta and Bombay. "It's overpopulated, there is no real wealth in the
nation and the government runs
everything. It is quite depressing."
The poverty level of the nation is 98
percent although free enterprise is
widely used. There are no big stores in
the country, only small family-owned
shops selling mostly one item. Many
times the stores were just rugs filled
with merchandise on the sidewalk.
"It amazed me how a country so
advanced 400 ypars ago could fall into
such .ruins," eller stated. "The
palaces were cit s, parts were made of
marble and the had air conditioning
and running water. They showed
terrific craftsmanship. Now everything
seems to be crumbling."
Almost all work in India is done by
hand- labor. There are very few
machines of any kind. The primary
modes of transportation are walking or

wit

bicycles. Few boats have motors and
most are powered by men using poles.
In most places, cow dung is used for
fuel. "They pat the dung in pancakes,
let it dry and set it on fire," Keller
explained.
Indians are very religious; most of
the population is Hindu and some are
Moslem. People travel to Varanasi,
India's holiest city, to bathe in the
Gandhi River that runs through the
city. Some Indians believe that they
will get a second life if they bathe in the
river, the Kellers said.
They are vegetarians mainly because
they believe in killing nothing.
The Kellers agreed that Indian
cooking took much getting used to
because of all the spices. After the first
week, both were eating a more
American type cuisine.
Spending time with people they didn't
know was one of the nicest parts of the
trip, both said. The 13-member group
ranged in age from 38 to 76 and a wide
variety of jobs.
Would they go back if they had the
opportunity? No they agreed but other
trips are foreseen in the future.
Keller, who is often seen at various
places in Murray pedaling along,
fancies bicycling through New Zealand
or going to Peru or Austrialia. Mrs.
Kellet wants to go to the Greek Islands.
Seems like neither one of them want
any more opportunities for elephant
rides.

span, which indicates that today's
freshmen aren't any brighter than
those a decade earlier.
In other MSU news, sources close to
the university have been quoted as
saying the board of regents will go into
executive session today to receive an
evaluation of Dr. Curtis. Curris, MSU's
president since 1973, requested the
board last fall to evaluate his performance.
The board was schedule to convene at
10 a.m. today with the closed door
session anticipated as the first order of
business. The public session of the
board was expected to begin about 1:30
p.m.

White Files
For GOP Nod
For Governor

RIDING HIGH — Using a rather primitive means of transportation
are Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller during their recent trip to India. The
kellers spent January in the foreigo country, visiting many cities and
wildlife preserves.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Taxes
might become an issue in the
Republican primary for governor,
according to hints by the latest GOP
candidate to file.
Ray White of Bowling Green submitted his papers Friday in the
secretary of state's office and seemed
to stress taxes in general.
Former (;ov. Louie Nunn, who
persuaded the 1968 Legislature to raise
the state sales tax from 3 percent to 5
percent, is scheduled to announce as a
candidate Monday at Louisville.
The third Republican entry thus far is
Thurman Hamlin of London, a
perennial who already has filed.
Nunn's espousal of the 5 cent sales
tax a decade ago is expected to become
a major issue in the general election
should he win the primary, in which he
is a heavy favorite.
But until Friday. White did not dwell
on the subject. Even then, under
questioning by news reporters, the
most he would say was that "I intend to
talk about taxes And talk about my
record on taxes."
White was not in the (ieneral
Assembly when it approved the higher
sales tax.
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Saturday, March le
Hours for the Murray State
University
Libraries,
Waterfield and Pogue, will be
open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

1Deolt-AlAt

Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
have its luncheon honoring the
Good Citizens from the local
high schools at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 12
noon.

By Abigail Van Buren

Pound of Counsel
Saves Ton of Woe
DEAR ABBY: You constantly urge people to get counseling or therapy to help solve their problems. This might seem
to be a cop-out to some, but I know how helpful it is.
At 14 my daughter was having problems. She wasn't
popular, her grades were poor and we were constantly at
each other's throats.
She threatened several times to run away. and I was
worried.
Her teacher called me in and recommended a
psychologist. My daughter agreed to go "just once." It worked out splendidly. It took only six months.(Both of us went
so we could learn to understand each other better.)
Today my daughter is the mother of two well-adjusted
children. When they showed signs of emotional turmoil, she
saw to it that they went to a professional therapist, just as
she did, in order to understan he selves better.(Kids freher than their parents
quently need to talk to someo
because their parents usually are the problem.)
Don't let up, Abby. Mental health is the most important
thing in the world. I dread to think of what might have happened had I been too proud, ashamed, or stingy or whatever
it is that keeps so many people from seeking the help they
;• need.
THANKFUL
DEAR THANKFUL: Thank you for the testimonial. I
•
• know of no one who, at some time in his or her life, couldn't
• have used counseling. Not everyone needs years of analysis.
• But in times of stress, sorrow or indecision, a few sessions
with a trained therapist can work miracles. Help is as near
• as one's mental health clink. And the price is always right.

re:

DEAR ABBY: Will you please find a nice girl for my son?
Burton is 33, nice looking, plays the piano, and is not dumb.
•;• He's had three years of college, but he lacks ambition and
drive.
He's gone out with lots of girls, but he never calls them. If
they call him, or if I arrange a date for him, he'll go. He has a
few friends, but if they don't call him, he doesn't call them.
I'm sure the right girl could motivate Burton to be a little
more active socially.
▪ to be grandparents, but Burton
His father and twould like
is our only child and he doesn't seem to be in any hurry to
_
have a home of his own.
He lives with us, has an 8 to 4 job, and that's his life. Do
you know of a nice girl for my Burton, Abby?
•
WORRIED IN PATTERSON
•

DEAR WORRIED: If Burton wants•girl he will have to
one himself. Perhaps one of his problems could be a
amdier who does too much for him. Burton sounds like a
nice fellow. If he wants any help from me,I'll be glad to help
him, but I can't intrude on a man's life because his mother
asks me to.
DEAR ABBY: Can you give us a definition of "maturity"
without going into a lot of detail?
You seem to have a gift for putting a lot into just a few
sentences. Thank you for your time.
SIXTH GRADERS
DEAR SIXTH GRADERS: Maturity is the ability to do a
job whether you're supervised or not; finish a job once it's
started; carry money without spending it. And last but not
least, the ability to bear an injustice without wanting to get
even.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know what
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for all
Occasions." Send 81 and a long, stamped (28 cents), self
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

()Emu's
Refinishing & Repairs
Solid Bross Hardware
Also
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
Muria.

Student singers, high school
through adult, from across
Kentucky will be performing
for evaluation by panels of
judges previously selected
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State. This is
sponsored by • the National
Association of Teachers of
Singing with Prof. Carl
Rogers as campus coordinator.
First Region Boys' High
School Basketball Tournament finals will be played at
8 p.m. at the Murray State
Fieldhouse.
Rummage sale by Christian
Women's Fellowship will be in
the basement of the First
Christian Church from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Persons may use the
back entrance and back
parking lot.
Murray State will play
Indiana State in tennis at 1
p.m. at the Murray State
University Courts.
Sunday, March 11
Sunday School Teachers
Appreciation Banquet will be
held at the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church following the
morning worship services in
the fellowship hall of the
church.
Family supper by the
University Church of Christ
will be held in the church
annex following the 6 p.m.
worship services. A potluck
meal will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Filbeck
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception, hosted by their
children, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the fellowship hall of the Oak
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. The
family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be closed today.

REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Custom Boris Furniture

fia s 1,

Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics... For information
call 437-4229.

Women of the First United
Methodist Church will have an
informal coffee at 2 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the church
for Keiko Stroud, guest
missionary of the church for
the day.
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Sunday,March 11
Pancake Supper will be
sponsored by the Youth of the
United
First
Methodist
Church from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
church. Tickets are $1.50.
Monday,March 12
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United
Methodist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Murray-Calloway
County
Community Theatre Board of
Directors will meet at 7 p.m
in the meeting room of the
Public Library.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon at the Murray
Country Club for Wednesday
should be made today with
Lilly Johnson or Betty
Buckingham.
Hours of the Murray State
University Waterfield and
Pogue Libraries will be from 8
a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Monday,March 12
Court 728, Murray, Women
of Woodcraft, will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Sirloin Stockade.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Linda
Kelly at 1:30 p.m.

Tuesday, March U
Groups of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I at home of Mrs. Ed
Diuguid, Jr., with program by
Mrs A. H. Titsworth at 10
a.m.; IV at home of Mrs. Kent
Forrester with program by
Mrs. Terry Hart at 7:30 p.m.
First
Baptist
Church
Women Groups will meet as
follows: II with Mrs. Edgar
Morris at 10 a.m., and III with
Mrs. Mina Waters at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, March 13
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center,
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Slides of
group activities will be shown
at 10:30 a.m., lunch will be at
noon, and band practice at 1
p.m.
Murray State University
Watorfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Registration
for
kindergarten and first grade for
1979-80 school year will be held
at North Calloway Elementary School from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m.

Need Line Board meeting
will not be held today as
Educational 4-H Forum on
special meeting planned demonstrations, talks, and
March 22.
speeches will be held at
Mayfield RECC Building from
Meeting of the Singles 9 a.m. to 12 noon, and at
Unlimited will not be held this Peoples Bank Community
week.
Room, Murray, North 12th
and Chestnut, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at This is for all 4-H members,
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, parents, and leaders.
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Wednesday, March 14
Hazel, Hamlin, and New
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the Concord Senior Citizens will
Iminannel Lutheran Church, have a joint meeting at the
15th and Main Streets. For Hazel Community Center at
information call 759-1792 or 12:30 p.m. A program will be
presented by the local library.
753-9261.
Registration
for
Monday. March 12
kinDorothy Moore Circle of dergarten and first grade for
First Presbyterian Church 1979-80 will be held at SouthWomen will meet at 7:15 p.m. west Calloway Elementary
at the home of Frances School from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Matarazzo.

el
? HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

Diet and

enstruation

By Lawreu
DEAR OR. LAMB — I
have a problem that I'd like
some help with. I've been on
a diet and lost about 20
pounds in a year. I'm happy
about that but when I lost
weight, I also lost my menstrual period. At first I
didn't worry and kept right
on with the diet and taking
water pills. Then I started to
worry. I'm only 16 and I've
had a period regularly for
about a year. Could I still get
pregnant?
I've been to doctors and
they all say that it will come
back soon if I stop worrying
about it. I really can't stop
worrying. I'm still trying to
lose weight, but I did quit
taking the pills for a month
already. In January, it
showed a little but then after
that it mysteriously disappeared again. I hope you will
give me an honest opinion.
DEAR READER — Your
doctors have given you the
correct answer. When a girl
first starts having menstrual periods, they are often irregular and may disappear for a time. Later on,
when she becomes fully
matured, they are more apt
to be regular. This could
happen to you whether or not
you had been on a diet. It's
just part of the developmental process.
It is true that severe dieting or fad diets which don't
give you a balanced diet can
cause you to have such a
problem. Years ago a study
in men at the University of
Minnesota showed that when
they were on a 1600-calorie
balanced diet and lost a lot
of weight, they lost their
normal interest in sex as
well as undergoing a lot of
other changes. If you abuse
b,
y7rr_
you should not
expect it to function normalI am all for losing weight,
if you need to, but I like to
see people do this in a sensible way that's not dangerous
to their health. I am sending
you The Health Letter number 4-7, Weight Losing Diet,
because it is a balanced diet
plan that you could rely on.
Other readers who want this

issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
You shouldn't stay on this
diet or any other diet that's
too restrictive for too long. I
think six weeks is about
maximum. Then you should
be on a maintenance diet
that would allow your body
to recover and replenish all
its needs.
A lot of girls have menstrual difficulties from excessive fad dieting. Some of
the worst are the low carbohydrate or no carbohydrate diets that people use.
Since you've only lost 20
pounds in a year, you're
lasing less than half a pound
a week and that's a good
sensible approach. I wish
everyone would be as sensible. If you learn to eat a good
balanced diet with a plan
you can use the rest of your
life, you may be able to
avoid obesity for a lifetime.
The other pitfall I'd like to
caution you against is some
young women overdo dieting. It becomes an obsession
with them to the point that
they develop anorexia nervosa. This is basically a
psychological reaction often
related to basic emotional
disturbances and an inability to properly assess one's
own body image.
A lot of these young girls
still think they are fat even
after they are as thin as a
fugitive from a concentration camp. This is quite
serious and parents should
guard against this tendency,
particularly in young women. It can also occur in boys
but it more often occurs in
young girls.
-

KEY GIRL
Mr. 4nd Mrs. Clifton
Thomas Key of Murray Route
1 are the parents of a baby
girl, Doris Lee, weighing
seven pounds eight ounces,
measuring 19h inches, born
on Sunday, Feb. 18, at 8:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They
have
another
daughter, Melissa Ann Key,2.
The father is a supervisor at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company and is also
self employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are James H.
Key of Murray Route 7 and
Mr. and Mrs. David McMullin
of Murray. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Key of Murray and
Mrs, Ora Lee McMullin of
Sebree.

ROBERTSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Robertsoft of Mayfield Route 6
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Sandy Kay, born on
Monday, Feb. 19, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Robertson of
Mayfield Route 6, Charles
Singleton, Graves County,and
Mrs. Gladys Singleton,
Dukedom,Term.

FOWLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Fowler
of Murray are the parents of a
baby girl, Brandy Ranee,
weighing six pounds four
ounces, born on Tuesday,
March 6, at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Term.
The mother is the former
Gayla Canady.

ELKINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Lanny Elkins,
905 McClain Street, Paris,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby boy, Brian Matthew,
weighing six pounds, born on
PADUCAH PATIENT
Wednesday, Feb. 7, at the
Mrs. Kenneth Knipp of Murray-Calloway
County
Murray has been dismissed Hospital.
from the Western Baptist
The mother is the former
Hospital, Paducah.
Kathy St. John.

The Sigma Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Euzelian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at the Fellowship
Hall of the church at 12 noon.
Progressive dinner and
book study will be held by the
Acteens of the First Baptist
Church with the group to meet
first at 5:45 p.m. in the church
parking lot.
Bethany Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church
will meet at 6 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Church of Christ Skating
party will be at 6 p.m.
Methodist Men of Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the church.

Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Wanda
Osbron and Deedy Dunn;
Paris Road with Mattie Lou
Buster at 1 p.m.

totkieris

24 Now

CAIAE NDAR

Tuesday, March 13
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will have a potluck supper at
6:30 p.m. and official visit by
Mary Ann Cates, Worthy
Grand Matron of Kentucky, at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

4 a thousarw

Program'
lahmiershos
713-1314

_48 ?-elti;

0
TY
M MUNI

East Elementary School
registration for kindergarten
and first grade for the 1979-80
school year will be held between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.

- 2.30 Sat.,Sun

J12$3

c

5

Calloway County Y.F.Aettes
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational School
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

NOW
20,9 20
2 30 Sun

IT IS NOW RATED PG
Because
we went everyone to see
John Trevolte's porforrnanco

Skating party for the youth
of the Memorial Baptist
Church will be a t8 p.m.

#

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. James Stahler,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs.
Conrad Jones, and Maryleona
Frost with Mrs. Don Robinson, all at 9:30 a.m.; Faith
Doran in senior youth room of
the church at 2 p.m.

Murray Burger Queen
Now Open
Under New
Management
Intersection of 841 N & Hwy 121
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KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

by
,

No Rush For PATS In Kentucky

:45

Kentuckians apparently are
not rushing into their neighborhood banks to take advantage of a new service that,
in effect, allows banks to pay
interest on checking accounts.
Known
PATS
as
preauthorized automatic
transfers from savings), the
new service resulted from
Congress' failure to act on a
provision in the 1934 Banking
Act that prohibits the payment
of interest on checking
deposits.
The Federal Reserve
System last year found a way
to circumvent the act
unilaterally and on Nov. 1,
1978, banks were permitted to
begin automatic transfers
between checking and savings
accounts. This, in effect,
permits depositors to keep
their checking funds in five
percent savings accounts.
Actually, for legal reasons,
the money is held in a savings
account and the money is
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Byron Forbus and Roy McKendree at computer controls.

Safe-T Installs Computer
Life is going to be a little
easier for Byron Forbus and
Roy McKendree at Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy in Uncle
Jeff's. Forbus recently purchased a Burrough's 11-80
accounting computer that has
been adapted for pharmacy
use.
The machine is able to store
in its memory bank all the
vital information concerning
prescriptions
that
will
eliminate almost all the paper
work,Forbus said.

The patient, his medical
history, his doctor, his
prescription and its directions
and the dates of refills are just
of few of the items that can be
stored in one of the 37,500
entries on a single disc of the
machine, Forbus explained.
"The machine has complete
control over all the necessary
informaion. It will also keep it
more confidential," Forbus
said.
In addition to keeping
prescription records available

:r

•
'a

.,
on
the
nty

for recall at the touch of a
button, the computer system
will automatically output
prescription labels .utilizing
the stored information.
The computer will enable
Safe-T, to provide customers
with printouts of their
prescription records for tax
and insurance purposes much
easier, Forbus said.
The machine, the first of its
K. J.(Ken) Humphreys,son
kind in western Kentucky, will of Mrs. Daisy Humphreys and
also be programmed to keep the late Paul Humphreys of
inventory,Forbus added.
Murray, has been appointed
as Assistant Sales Manager—
Agency Operations in the
office of the Federal Kemper
Insurance Company, Decatur,

Humphreys
Named To
New Position

•
The Right Fuel Does A Better Job For Your Engine
Getting the most out of
your motorcycle requires
the use of the right fuel for
your
particular engine.
While most owners' manuals
will give the technical information about using regular,
ethyl or unleaded gasoline,
they rarely go on to explain
how one differs from another. Also they don't explain exactly what happens
in the combustion chamber
of your engine.
The experts at Kawasaki
Motors Corp., U.S.A., from
their Santa Ana,Calif., headquarters, want you to know
what happens when the
.engine runs, so you have a
better working knowledge
of your bike. This in turn
will help you diagnose problems and help you keep
your motorcycle running
smoothly for many years to
come.
In a four-stroke engine
the fuel is drawn into the
cylinder from the carburetor by the down-stroke of
! the piston. The piston's
upstroke then compresses
the fuel which is ignited by
the spark plug, causing the
compressed fuel mixture to
ignite and force the piston
downward, creating the
power of the engine.
Problems occur in this
cycle when the wrong type
of fuel is used. The "octane
rating" of the fuel indicates
the relative quality of the
various blends of gasoline.
This octane rating simply
measures the anti-knock
qualities of a specific gasoline. The proper fuel is
determined by the amount
of compression in the combustion chamber, and just
as motorcycles differ in size

and power, these varying
compression ratios determine the type of fuel for
your motorcycle.
Unleaded or premium
gasoline is recommended for
most motorcycles and the
"octane rating" should be
at least 89, with 91 the preferred rating.
Using the wrong type of
fuel will result not only in
poor performance but can
cause a condition called
"knocking" which can eventually damage your engine.
This situation will occur
when a rider uses a fuel with
too low an octane rating. As
the engine fights for power
from this under-rated gasoline, the temperature rises
in the combustion chamber
causing extra pressure and
self ignition of the fuel in
the combustion chamber.
This of course works against
the proper timing of the fuel

burning process and also
increases the heat which the
cooling system must dissipate. Both these effects
cause damage to the engine.
You'll know when your
engine starts knocking. As
you accelerate, especially
through the low gears, an offbeat and repeated pinging
will occvr. This is your er.
gine knocking and should be
avoided. Check your owners'
manual again for the proper
fuel recommendation.
The experts at Kawasaki
want your motorcycle to
run smoothly and trouble
free for many, many years.
Using the right fuel for
your bike is one way to insure against difficulties.
(Editors Note: This is the
first in a series presented by
Kawasaki dealing with the
fact that safe,smooth motorcycle operation is more than
just turning the key).

K.J. Humphres

the market than had been
anticipated:
"We're frankly baffled as to
why the public doesn't seem to
want PATS plans," said Terry
Irvin of Citizens Fidelity Bank
& Trust in Louisville. He said
the bank plans to take an
opinion poll among a sample
of its regular checking account customers to find out
why they don't participate in
Citizens Fidelity's "Checking
with Saving Interest" plan.
Having to pay interest on
some checking deposits is, of

Unleaded or premium gasoline is recommended for
most motorcycles. Here the rider fills up with unleaded fuel,
which is suggested in the owner's manual for his Kawasaki
KZ650 and on the pump is posted 89, the "octane rating."

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

K.J.
(Ken)
Humphreys

A
Small
Business
Administration representative will be available in
Paducah, at City Hall (second
floor), Commissioner's
Chambers, from 9 a.m. till 12
noon, Thursday, March 15.
1979 to discuss financial and
management assistance
available
small
to
businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Louisville for the agency's
services.
Businessmen
inquiring
about an SBA loan are asked
to bring with them current

Twenty-eight years ago
Ot
established
a
ship program for
en of Otasco dealers.
Since that time, the Tulsabased home and auto chain
has awarded $90,000 in
scholarships through three
separate programs to 201
students—all children of
Otasco employees or dealers.
This year 13 students from
seven states are attending 13
different
colleges
and
universities with the aid of
scholarships awarded by
Otasco, according to Abe
Brand, Otasco vice chairman
of the board and chief administrative officer.
The three programs are the
Fenster Memorial Scholarship established in 1950 in
honor of Gershon Fenster,
former general „manager of
Otasco; the McCrory Corporation Scholarship given by
Otasco's parent company
since 1968, and Sanditen
Memorial Award initiated in
1977 in honor of the family that
formed Otasco.
Otasco
awards
the
scholarships on the basis of
academic standards and
financial need, says Brand.
'McCrory resipients are
reviewed eacli year and those
maintaining
satisfactory
progress towards their
degrees are eligible to have
their grants renewed.

One student is chosen to
receive the ;500 Sanditen
Award each year; six, the
Fenster Scholarship—three
receive $500 and three, $250;
and five or six are awarded
the McCrory Scholarship of up
to $1200, according to Brand.
Current scholarship holders
by state and program are as
follows:
Oklahoma: Fenster—Alton
DeSpain of Lindsay and Jack
Tubbs of Weleetka; McCrory—Stan Brantley and
Carla Brown, both of Tulsa.
Arkansas: Fenster—
Frances Taylor of Siloam
Springs:
Kansas: McCrory—Jane
Neufeld of Hutchinson and
Lisa Wixson of Derby;

Missouri: Sanditen—Debra
Jackson of Licking;
Louisiana:
Fenster—Ken
Stracener of Farmerville;
Mississippi: Fenster—
Cynthia Ferrell of Magee;
McCrory—Tanya Jordan of
Ocean Springs;

Insurance!"
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Alabama: Fenster—Gale
Ashbrener of Ft. Payne;
McCrory—Sandra Graves of
Manta. In addition to the
scholarship program, Otasco
also encourages academic
achievement
with
the
issuance of a $25 United States

GO POWER — The 3-door Mazda GLC hatchback for 1979, with the new
1415 cc
overhead cam engine, has 25 percent more horsepower than last year's
model. Even
with the extra power, the GLC delivers 30 mpg in city driving, with manual
transmission, according to the EPA.

You're out
if you don't
have clout!

BARNE'TTS
- BODY SHOP

Clout You at rt *when you
deal through rne •n
Independent Insurance
Agent Here s why Because
I al m bustness for myself I can
plac• your onsurance worth any

Body Repair I Painting
Repairing Refinishing

leversece Onieuts
WELCOME

Barnett's Body Shop
759-1501

South 4th Street
Across From Overby Ronda

of several rehab.* cornpanfee
This cvves roe clout Smce I don t
work for any ono company I row
•offsrlfon to negOtrate
yOUr
behalf. peckmo and
choosmc the car
home. busman Of Iff•
prOtectfon that suds
your needs beet
For help **nth your needs
call or vtsd me at

mit NOTES

by Bill Boyd

The, Romans used cattle
and crude. unmarked him
ps ol bronw as media or
exchange until the Fourth
Century B.C. Then, the
first Roman coin appeared.
It was bronw and weighed
nearly a pound.

Before money problems begin to weigh heavily, see tp,
Maybe a liming.% account will be the answer vii
been looking for.
,
PEOPL9/13.ANK
RIMY

••

Savings Bond to a company
employee's child making
straight "A's" during any
regular school semester.
"Otasco is proud to be a part
of making these awards to
deserving students," said
Brand.

TOP SPORT — Mazda's GLC Sport adds zip to the GLC line for 1979. Standard on the
Sport is a 5-speed manual transmission, wood-grain steering wheel and shift knob,
styled steel wheels with trim rings, wide blackwall radial ply tires, a tachometer, electric clock, and a bold striping package. This year the Sport, like all GLCs, is powered by
a new larger 1415 cc overhead cam engine.

profit and loss statements and 7561.
a balance sheet for the last
SBA provides counseling
complete business year.
service through the Service
Persons not presently in Corps of Retired Executives
business, but seeking financial (SCORE) on the first Thurhelp to start should bring a sday of each month at the
current personal financial above location.
statement. Phone (502) 442-

Alr

"That's right! I got my new
financed from the same
place I got my Shield..."

course, expensive for banks.
Frith said Pus bank "may be
But it does give them a forced" to raise its service
competitive weapon in their charges to cover the costs of
ongoing fight with the thrift handling regular accounts.
institutions, which have been Another Kentucky bank
offering
interest-earning KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
negotiable order of with- THE
MOVE:
General
drawal ( NOW) and credit direction was downward.
union share draft accounts for Leadjj gainers were: Texas
some time.
Gal M(sE ), to 38'1 frorn
PATS came not only in 37%; Ashland Oil NYSE), to
response to pressure from 1774 from 371,4. Biggest
banks but also in response to declines;
Glenmore
the consumer movement Distilleries ( AMEX), to 22%
which has pressed for interest froNk 21; Jerrico (OTC), to
on demand deposits.
13%-?from 141-2.

Otasco Program Provides Scholarships

SBA To Be In Paducah

We at the

•

Humphreys joined FKI as a
regional sales manager in
July 1974 and was promoted to
assistant state manager in
Tennessee in July 1977.
The former Murray man
graduated from Murray State
University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Business
Administration in 1974 and
received his Master of Arts
Degree in 1977. He has also
supplemented his education
with various specialized insurance courses.
Humphreys, his wife, Mary.
and their two daughters wil:
reside in Decatur,Ill.

transferred to the checking
account as needed to cover
checks written by the
customer.
A number of banks require a
minimum amount ranging
around $2,000 in the account to
avoid service charges.
So far, though, the new
service is proving somewhat
of a disappointment to many
bankers, some saying that
PATS
have
confused
customers and have appealed
to a far narrower segment of

Member FDIC

Phone Or See

Bob Billington CPCU
Owen Billington
Dan
•

Guy Billington
Tom Scruggs
Shipley

Murray
e Insurance
Agency
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Looking Back

Today
In History

10 bears Ago
Army PFC Al K. Parker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd K Parker„ has been
assigned to the 93rd Engineer Battalion
near Dong Tam, Vietnam.
Robert E. Reece was promoted to
Army Specialist Four while serving
with the 4th Infantry Division in Pleiku,
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include James B.
Shekell, 44, Mrs.[Rola Waldrop Chunn,
87, Edgar St. John, 66, Herman J.
Nance, 79, and Louis R. Higgins, 58.
L C. t Camie) Hendon who retired
Feb. 28 after 47 years of service at the

Murray Postoffice was presented a
plaque of appreciation by Postmaster
Lester Nanny at a dinner held at the
Triangle Inn.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 10, the 69th
day at 1971. There are 296 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history
On this date in 1878, Alexander
Graham Bell summoned his assistant
from another room in Bell's house in
Boston, speaking into an instrument
and saying: "Come here, Watson, I
want you." It was the first clear
telephone call.
On this date:
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was named
the U.S. Minister to France, succeeding
Benjamin Franklin.
In 1848, the U.S. Senate ratified a
treaty ending the Mexican War.
In 1864, Ulysses Grant was named
commander in chief of Union forces in
the Civil War.

Mrs. James E. Hamilton, Cathy
Geurin, Allan Grogan, Marsha Sledd,
and David Teitloff, representing the
Murray Woman's Club, were first place
winners in the sewing, crafts, and art
contests at the meeting of the First
District of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs held March 8 at
Mayfield.

20 Years Ago
The Murray lions Club and their
wives met at Kirksey High School with
the ladies of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club serving the dinner.
A program of music was presented by
Mesdames Howard Olila, Bob Gass,
Joe Dick, and Richard Farrell of the
Music Department, Murray Woman's
Club. Lion Fred Schultz was in charge
of the program.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mattie
Reed, 77, and Mrs. A. C. Hall, 73.
Mrs. Lowell King, guest, presented
the lesson, "Sewing Machine Attachments" at the meeting of the Town and
Country Homemakers Club held at the

home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
Miss Clara Eagle, head of the Art
Department, Murray State College,
showed slides of her recent trip to
Europe and the Middle East at the
meeting of the Sigma Departznent,
Murray Woman's Club..She was introduced by Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
program chairman.
Plain dresses will be cleaned for 89
cents, according to the ad for Boone
Laundry & Cleaners.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "No
time For Sergeants" starring Andy
Griffith.

30 Years Ago
Murray is one of four cities in Kentucky to be awarded a certificate of
merit by the National Fire Protection
Association
International
for
"educational activities conducted
during the Fire Prevention Week last
Oct. 3 to 9," according to Fire Chief W.
0. Spencer.
The annual meeting of all the
membership of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau will be at the Calloway
County Court House on March 12 at 1:30
p.m., according to Rudy Hendon,
president, and B. H. Dixon, secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Douglas of Lynn
Grove will celebrate their 50th wedding

anniversary on March 12. A reception
will be held at the home of a daughter,
Mrs. Kenton Miller, Lyn,n Grove, on
March 13.
Charlie Smith celebrated his 89th
birthday on March 8.
Murray High beat Symsonia and
Tilghman beat Sedalia in opening
games of the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament at the
Carr Health Building. High team
scorers were Bobby Hargis with 15 for
Murray, Harold McManus with 18 for
Syrnsonia, Price with 10 for Tilghman,
and B. Norsworthy with 14 for Sedalia.

40 Years Ago
An average of 87.18 has been
recorded for the season's sale of dark
Mired tobacco on the Murray Market.
This was for 1,925,654 pounds for
$138,224.66, according to released
figures.
Deaths reported this week include
Larnon Falwell, 53, William S. Cannon,
79, Mrs. Greenville Swindell, 75, John
Jenkins, John W. Underwood, and John
Western, 69.
Solon Hale, 18 year old son of Mr. and
Vernon Hale, has received
iotification from Congressman Noble
:3. Gregory that he has been given a
7
.egiona1 appointment to the Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Md.
:7 Agricultural Conservation Program
!thecks for Calloway County farmers on
Aheir 1938 crops in the amount of
458,293.20 were received this week by

the ACP at the county agent's office and
are now being distributed to the farmers.
Births reported this week include a
girl, Doris Jean, to Mr. and Mrs Kirby
Jennings on March 6, and a boy, John
W., Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Frost
on March 2.
Members of the Debate Team at
Kirk.sey High School include Robert
Carlton, Richard Mills, and Joe Jones.
Pork sausage is listed at two pounds
for 25 cents in the ad for Kroger this
week.
lerrnan's has brown muslin listed as
selling for four cents per yard.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
Norma Shearer and Clark Gable in
"Idiot's Delight" with Edward Arnold;
Charles
Coburn, and
Joseph
Schilcikraut.

50 Years Ago
7
: Practically all of the rights of way for
Jibe building of the Benton Road have
been accrued by Calloway County.
: The average of $12.45 for the season's
ide of dark fired tobacco on the
44urray Market has been recorded.
?This is for 3.540,652 pounds for
$442,237.91, according to released
figures.
Deaths reported this week include
Ian. Norma Rogers Henson, 21.
An illustrated "writeup" of Murray
'and Calloway County, their history and
:accomplishments, is featured in The
Item, official magazine of the employees of the Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis Railroad, the only rail
nstem serving Murray.
" New officers of the Calloway County
' Chapter of the American Red Cross are
Vir. W. H. Graves,chairman. Mrs. G. B.

Funny,
Funny World
• Linden, N. J. — A Teamsters Union
member who lost his job at an Exxon
refinery here because of a photograph
In Hustler is seeking reinstatement.
Howard Goldberger, a lawyer for
Martin Konjus, 38, says his client was
fired by Exxon after he sent Hustler a
picture in which Konjus and five coWorkers posed with their pants down
and backs to the camera with an adjoining story about "how much they
loved their bosses."
No action was taken by Exxon
against the five co-workers because
their faces were not visible and only
Konjus was mentioned in the article.
tNewark News)
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editelare welcomed
and encouraged. Allletters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
'condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor,' The Murray Ledger &.
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

'

Scott, vice-chairman, and Mrs. W. H.
Rowlett, chairman of the nursing
committee.
Tremon Beale has been elected as a
member of the Board of the Directors of
the Bank of Murray.
Jague Washer and Will Jones,
missionaries of the Amazon Valley
Faith Mission, will speak Sunday at the
First Baptist Church, according to H.
B. Taylor, church pastor.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Trevathan on
March 1 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lundy Tubbs on March 3.
Houston & Yarbrough has tobacco
canvass listed as selling for 342 and four
cents per yard in their ad this week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is Al
'Jolson in "The Jazz Singer."
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route?
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street •
Murray, Ky. 42071

Letters To The Editor
MINIM

Says Team Support Lacking
Dear Editor:
This letter is in regards to our
Calloway boys basketball team, and
something that happened Friday night
at the tournament. I want to personally
thank the ones that stayed until the
game was over and critize the crowd
that left. We should be used to it by now,
no more support than we have received
from the community all year, but I did
feel like after you'd paid your $2.00 to
get in, out of loyalty to the boys, you
would stay for both games.
The girls game, was naturally first,
the ball boys and fans supported them
tremendously, which should have been
done. When the girls game was over,
you would have thought the building
was-on fire the way the crowd left. The
ones that stayed were undoubtedly
tired, because most of them sat there
like zombies. It was not only the adults,
the pep club left also.
When the game was nearly over, and
the senior boys were leaving the game,
for the fact of being recognized, you
might say, only the family members
were there to applaud them.
You will probably say, "we had a
poor team and a poor coach," but most

of you only know what you have heard
or read in the papers, you definitely
have not found out by being there.
I personally think, with more support
from the community, you would have
seen a great difference in the ballteam.
I realize the girls had a good team, I
also realize the girls have gottin
everything going this year, such as
support, new suits, new ball bags, and
etc. The boys get new cloth ball shoes,
and we were informed the last of the
season, that we would have to pay for
them. As far as I know, the only thing
my son has gotten from the system this
year, is the tape he uses on his ankle,
which- he hurt the first of the season.
One other thing I do want to mention,
I think it was really bright in the board
member that informed Coach Hargrove
that he would be fired, just before our
game started Friday night. That was
supurb judgment, as he didn't have
enough on his mind, hit him with that
too!
I do want to thank Clayton for the
sears Craig has had him for a coach.
Whether you think he is as good a coach
as he should be. I think his behavior to
the boys, and his ability to control his

Library StaffSays Thanks
Dear Editor:
Thank you very much for the support
you gave the library during the time we
were concentrating on retrieving
overdue materials.
Due to your cooperation we have
made the public more aware of the
problems concerning the return of
library property.
Since the Library Board of Trustees
and staff have made new and stricter
policies regarding overdues, patrons
are responding in a more responsible
manner. This makes books and
materials available to all taxpayers on

_
a more regular basis.
A new policy adopted by our Library
Board is now in effect to follow up on
patrons who still have not returned
books after having their names
published in the paper. Names of
patrons with books six weeks past due
will continue to be published.
We appreciate the interest and
concern you show in community affairs
and feel that your newspaper reflects
this.
Very sincerely,
Margaret Trevathan, Librarian
Library Trustees & Staff

Sales(?) Tax On Cars
Dear Editor:
Where in the United States do you pay
sales tax on something you didn't buy?
The answer is Kentucky. Another
answer is the Calloway Court House!
Do the citizens of Kentucky know this?
Here is some information that I don't
think Kentucky citizens know or understand. If they did I am sure they
wouldn't let it happen to them. Or at
least I hope they wouldn't.
When you buy a car in Kentucky, you
have to pay the sales tax at the cour-

On Abortion
Dear Editor:
On Jan. 22, 1973, the Supreme Court
struck down the state statutes
prohibiting abortion. Despite some
minor quibbles to this decision, it's
effects were swift and wide-ranging.
Suddenly, civilized people from the
days of Martin Luther to the present
had looked upon as the vilest of crimes,
overnight became respectable.
Since that decision, our county has
lost more lives through abortion than
we have lost in all the wars and traffic
accidents in history. I oppose abortion
because it is something God has forbidden to us. God's law condemns the
taking of innocent life, yet now it is
common place, such as the recent case
in I ouisville where the mother aborted
her own child and walked away'
declared innocent by a jury of her
peers?
Our Congress and Senate need a reply
from Christian taxpayers to strike
down these lax laws, now.
Thank You
Sincerely
Danny M. Rogers
urray,
, Ky.

thouse. If you paid the sales tax to the
person or company you bought the car
from you would pay 5 per cent of the
price you paid for the car. But when you
go the courthouse it doesn't matter
what you paid for the car, you pay sales
tax on the retail price of the car.
This means if you pay $1600 for a car
and the retail price is $1950, you pay
sales tax on $350 that you never even
spent.
It seems to me that it's like going to a
store and buying an item for $160 and
the sales person tries to charge you
sales tax on $195. I am sure most of us
would put up a fight if this happened.
But we mildly go to the courthouse
and do exactly that when we pay our
sales tax on our automobile. How long
are we going to pay what I consider
unconstitutional taxes on something we
didn't buy? I say I am not willing to
keep paying taxes everytime someone
asks me to. I am going to keep
questioning them and finding out what I
am paying for.
The court clerks in Kentucky have
tried to change this system of sales tax.
They haven't been successful. I guess
it's up to the regular people like you and
me to let the legislative body know how
we feel.
There's more of Lis than court clerks,
and we are the ones paying state officials salaries.
If you don't like the implication of
what you've read about or think you are
only one person and can't change the
laws then think again, it's a whole
hunch of little us's who can change
anything if we get together in a common cause and start at the bottom,
which is writing or calling your State
Representative. .
. Norma J. Vella
102 S. 14th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071.

self during a game (that is remarkable
too, to have had the refrees we had)
shows more man and leadership than
roost of you will ever know.
I also want to thank Jimmy Nix, for
the years my sons have had him for a
coach and also as a friend.
And to all of you, who are so quick to
criticize and condemn the players,
whether you think they are good or bad,
only knew the time, money, effort, and
injuries they sustain,trying to play ball
for four years. I'll bet 90 percent of the
criticism comes from the ones that
have never played ball.
Also, if you were trying to make a
living on the little extra, a man gets for
coaching a team, the extra hours he
puts in. I believe all of you would
cwtinue coaching from the bleachers,
rather than the bench. It takes a
dedicated person, who loves children
and has their interest at heart, to go
through such an ordeal.
Thanks to the faithful ones that did
attend all the games, and backed the
boys. Also to the cheerleaders that
seem to never give up.
Thank you,
Jean Rogers

In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt
signed the Lend-Lease Act, providing
for the transfer of military equipment
to the Allies in World War 11.
In 1945, US. bombers began their
first incendiary raids on Japan, setting
fire to a vast area of Tokyo.
In 1973, tornadoes and heavy rain tore
through Texas, killing five people and
destroying or damaging hundreds of
homes in eight cities and towns.
Ten years ago: In Memphis, Tenn.,
James Earl Ray pleaded guilty to the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. He later repudiated that plea.
Five years ago: Patricia Hearst,
kidnapped Feb. 4, asserted in a taped
message to her parents that not enough
was being done to bring about her
release.
One year ago: Unemployment
declined to 6.1 percent, the lowest since
October 1974.
Today's birthday: Queen Elizabeth's
fourth child, Prince Edward, is 15.
Thought for today: Cowards die
many times before their deaths. The
valiant never taste of death but once —
William Shakespeare, "Julius Caesar"

Bible Thought
Let us consider one another to
provoke unto love and to good
worts; not forsaking the assembling
of ourselves together. Hebrews
10:
24-25.
We need the stimulation and example of other Christians at home,
at work, at play and at worship to
carry on Christ's example.

Echoes From The Past H

Judy Nlaupin

IA Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes stories and .janzilv notes.1
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Nathan And
Charity Futrell
John Futrell and family and Winborn
Futrell and family migrated to the land
between the rivers soon after Nathan
Futrell left Donaldson Creek. John
Futrell settled a few miles north of
Nathan Futrell near Pleasant Hill
Church. He was a member of Pleasant
Hill Church, an outstanding citizen,
took interest in civic activities, and
reared a large family. He was a farmer
all his life. He died at his home in 1873,
aged 93 years old.
Walborn Futrell also settled near
Pleasant Hill Church, not far from the
place where John Futrell settled. He
was a charter member of Pleasant Hill
church, which was organized in 1842.
He was active in all church and community affairs and served in the War of
1812 under Captain Williams' Company,
Kentucky Militia as a private. According to Perrin's historical accounts,
Winborn Futrell was with General
Jackson during the Battle of New
Orleans.
Winborn Futrell reared a large
family and died at his home in 1860,
aged 69 years.
The United States Government gave
a bronze plaque to Roger Futrell; this
plaque has been placed in the Futrell
Memorial at East End Cemetery,
Cadiz, Kentucky. The plaque reads:
"Winborne Futrell, Kentucky Private,
Captain Williams' Company, Kentucky
Militia, born 1791, died 1860."
Hansel Futrell married Jane Rogers.
He moved from Donaldson Creek to
Dry Creek, near where Linton, Kentucky, is today. He was the father of
five sons and about 1850 he owned a
large farm and several slaves. He died
about 1860.
William Shadrach Futrell and his
wife Sarah lassiter Futrell died in 1816,
soon after settling on Donaldson Creek.
They were buried on their farm near
their home.
Only two of the Futrells who came
from North Carolina in 1799 remained
on Donaldson Creek. They were farmers and lived there until their deaths.
The descendants of this brave pioneer
family are scattered far and wide, from
the Atlantic ocean to the Pacific, and
from Canada to Mexico. These
descendants owe a great debt to their
ancestors who braved the perils of the
long journey westward and spent their
lives establishing homes, farms,

Po

c
1fo

churches, schools and roads that have
added so much to our lives.
This great number of descendants
are engaged in all types.of industryi
farming, mechanical, factory, offic '
work, teachers, doctors, lawyers,
ministers and many other walks of life.
May we always strive to uphold their
ideals of home, family, and government, no matter where we live or
work."
Written by Hazel Shaw, great great
granddaughter of Nathan and Charity
Futrell.
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Turk Held To 21;
Tennessee Vaults
Past Eastern Ky.

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
We almost blew it there at
the end, didn't we," laughed
Dale Ray. One with another
perspective might say Tilghman almost won it. But a
throng of nearly 5,000 would
likely all admit that they saw
a GAME last night.
In the. end, it was Jim
Berry's two free throws with
four seconds left in overtime
that gave Hickman County a
pulsating 50-46 victory over
Tilghman in the semifinals of
the First Region Basketball
Tournament in the MSU
Sports Arena.
The Falcons will face
Mayfield, a 66-51 winner over
Carlisle County in the other
semifinal matchup, for the
title tonight at 8 p.m. The
winner earns a berth in nest
week's state tournament.

night to advance to the
semifinal game.
Tilghman looked to be a
heavy favorite, especially
after it jumped to a 10-2 lead in
the first four minutes.
Abraham, the Tornado's
bullish 6-3 center, owned eight
of them.
"We had o give him the
outside shot," said Ray.
"Even thougi we knew he was
a good shooter. We just don't
have the height and strength
to fight them inside."
And Edward Deberry, Hickman County's biggest offensive threat, missed several
shots — "ones that are usually
gimmies for him" said Ray —
early, sending the large
Falcon following into a
grumble.
But Hickman, sticking with
the same patient offense that
enabled it to win 24 of 31
games heading into the
HICKMAN CO.50, TILGH- contest, outscored the Tornado 17-8 over the next 11
MAN 46
After Hickman took a 48-46 minutes for its first lead at 19edge with 21 seconds left in the 18. The Falcons led 23-20 at the
overtime, Tilghman twice had half.
shots to tie, but neither came
Tilgtunan's best offensive
close. "I think everyone knew stretch was the third period,
what we wanted to do," said and it used the outburst to
jump to a seven-point lead.
Tornado coach Bernie Miller.
"We wanted (Larry) Beard Beard, whose 17 points paced
to get the ball out high, and, if Tilghman in their 66-59 firsthis man came out on him, he round victory over Marshall
would get it in to (Richard) County, had just four at the
Abraham. But we didn't do half.
But he pumped in eight in
it."
Hickman County seemingly the third period, including an
had the game under control unusual four-point play off a
with a 44-41 lead and only 20 dunk and two free throws after
seconds left in regulation. But Hickman's Roger Rhodes was
Tilghman's Greg Overstreet charged with an intentional
hit a free throw, and the foul after the slam.
An Abraham free throw
Tornado's Buster Morrison
swished a 15-foot baseline followed, and Tilghman led 37jumper off a steal with four 30. Time out, Hickman
seconds left to send the contest County.
Any changes in the Falcon
into an extra period.
Tilghman even scored the game plan? "Naw," said Ray.
first points in overtime on "We don't ever change
Troy York's jumper, but the much." There was no need.
basket was the last it was to Hickman reeled off seven
get. Berry, a 5-10 senior, straight points to knot the
sustained cramps in both legs score at 37-all and never
early in the extra period and trailed again in the regulation.
Twice the Falcons owned
left before returning to decide
the three-point advantage
the issue with his free throws.
Otis Allen had hit two before Morrison's clutch
charity tosses with 34 seconds game-tying shot.
Hickman's Allen, who
left to give his team the lead
for good before Berry's scored 10 points in the first
half, led all scorers with 18
heroics.
"I was afraid of a letdown points, followed by Abraham
after they forced the over- with 17, Deberry with 15 and
time," said Ray, the Hickman Beard with 14.
Tilghman finished its season
County coach. His club had
beaten L,owes 47-34 Thursday at 16-11.

Captain D's,
aVood
Murray

Milerray Ledger & Times

By the Associated Press
the last minute, Coach Don
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. DeVoe walked down Ten— Just before No. 20 Ten- nessee's bench and shook
nessee squared off againstt hands with his players. "Hey
Eastern Kentucky. Terry guys, you won Tennessee's
Crosby had a bad case of the first NCAA playoff game.
upsets — ,stomach, head and Congratulations; way to go,"
nerves. The tipoff was his he said.
-plop, plop,fizz, fizz."
The senior paced Tennessee's Vols to their first
National Collegiate Athletic
Association basketball playoff
win in five attempts.
"I'm a senior this year and
"It was plain and simple,"
it gave me a good feeling to DeVoe said. "Let's go
inside,
win the first NCAA playoff wheel to the basket, get them
game for Tennessee," said in foul trouble, and I'd
say it
Crosby, whose 19 points and paid off plenty well for us."
defensive hustle against one of
Lamar Coach Billy Tubbs
the nation's leading scorers — was worried that he'd
miss
Eastern Kentucky's James country music's finest
at the
Tillman — sparked the Vols to Grand Ole Opry in Nashville if
a 97-81 win Friday night.
his club hadn't come out on
"I'm not going to lie to you,I top, thanks to a 6-foot-6
bull
had the jitters," he said.
named Clarence Kea who
Tennessee faces No. 5 Notre muscled his way ander the
Dame on Sunday, while boards for 33 points.
unheralded Lamar, which
"Clarence Kea was the key
upset No. 17 Detroit 95-87, — all the way," Tubbs
said.
takes on fourth-ranked "He hit the boards tonight.
Michigan State.
The only thing was if we lost
Down by 10 points in the first we wouldn't get to go to the
half, Tennessee, 21-11, battled Grand Ole Opry. Now we'll get
back as Crosby held Tillman to go and then get ready for
to 21 points, seven below his Michigan State."
average. Reggie Johnson
Lamar, 23-8, got 23 points
added 20 for the Vols, while from Mike 011iver,
while
Dave Tierney had 13 for Detroit, 22-6, was paced
by
Eastern Kentucky,21-8.
Terry Duerod's 22 points.
"Tillman beat me a few
Asked if Lamar l'hould be
times 'cause I kinda fell ranked after downing Detroit,
asleep," Crosby said. "I'll Tubbs said, "I guess we
take care of that by Sunday. should be No. 17 and if we beat
But we came alive in the Michigan State maybe we
second half 'cause we got the should be No. 4. But I don't
ball inside. We had to punch it care whether we're ranked
inside and crash the boards."
just as long as we keep winAs the clock wound down in ning.

NCAA

Tourney

Mayfield's David Youngblood, sandwiched between Carlisle County's Nathan Hall (left) and
Shaun Hook, shoots in the semifinal dash last night in the AISU Sports Arena. Youngblood scored
18 points to help a 66-51 victory over Carlisle, giving the Cardinals a berth in tonight's final.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

"We should match up a little
better with Mayfield," said
Ray. He will be shooting for
his first regional title since
1974, when the Falcons beat
Carlisle County in the final
before advancing to the
semifinals of the state tournament.
MAYFIELD 66, CARLISLE 51
Mayfield used a 22-point
fourth quarter and a 30-point
effort by George Williams to
hold off the Comets, whiS had
upset Murray High Wednesday night in a first-round
game.
The Cardinals led from the
opening tip, though Carlisle

managed to pull within a
basket twice in the second
half.
The last time came after
Nathan Hall edge the Comets
within 40-38 on a rebound and
layup. But six straight
Mayfield points upped its
advantage back to eight
points, and Carlisle was never
closer than five thereafter.
"Their defense threw us
completely out of our offense
in the first half," said Carlisle
coach Craynor Sloan, whose
club trailed 30-26 at the half.
While it was free throws that
helped the Comets top Murra
High, they received no help in
that department against

In the East Regionals, St.
John's tripped 13thranked
Temple 75-70 and Penn
stopped Iona 73-69. In the
Midwest, Weber State shaded
New Mexico State 81-78 in
overtime and Virginia Tech
trounced Jacksonville 70-53.
And in the West, Pepperdine
nosed out Utah 92-88, also in
overtime, and Southern Cal
shelled Utah State 86-67.
In the second round starting
today,
11th-ranked
Georgetown faced Rutgers
and No. 10 Syracuse played
Connecticut in the East
Regionals at Providence;
R.I.; No. 14 Iowa opposed
Toledo and ninth-ranked
Louisiana State went against
Appalachian State in the
Mideast
Regionals
at
Bloomington, Ind.; No. 15
Texas faced Oklahoma and
No. 18 Louisville played South
Alabama in a Midwest twinbill
at Dallas, and, in the West at
Los Angeles, No. 19 San
Francisco took on Brigham
Young and 12th-ranked
Marquette played Pacific.
In the remaining secondround games Sunday —
Friday
night's winners
playing the top two seeds in
each region — it's top-ranked
Indiana State vs. Virginia
Tech and Arkansas vs. Weber
in the Midwest; No. 5 Notre
Dame vs. Tennessee and No.4
Michigan State vs. Lamar in
the Mideast; No. 3 North
Carolina vs. Pennsylvania and
No.6 Duke vs. St. John's in the
East and No. 2 UCLA vs.
Peppedine and No. 8 DePatil
vs. Southern Cal in the West.

Mayfield. Carlisle hit just 4-ofwhile Mayfield connected on
12-of-24.
David Youngblood, the
Cardinals' 6-8 senior center
who poured in 31 points in the
61-51 first-round triumph over
Lone Oak, scored 18 to support
Williams' effort.
"I think anyone will tell you
we have to have a great game
out of either Williams or
Youngblood if we're going to
win," said Mayfield coach
Roger Fields. -Tonight, both
of them played well."
Fields allso denied that his
team, now 28-4 on the season.
See MAYFIELD, page 6

U Of L. Faces S. Alabama
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
the Metro Conference title, McCollough averaged 16.2
AP Sports Writer
finished third in the 1975 points and 5.5 rebounds per
DALLAS — If ever a team NCAA tournament.
game.
deserved a chronic case of
For Texas, 21-7, the playoffs
Bliss said the earlier victory
butterflies, it was South are familiar. The Longhorns over Texas doesn't mean a
Alabama's Jaguars in today's won the National Invitation thing.
second round NCAA Midwest Tournament last year.
"Texas is much improved
Regional Tournament.
Texas
lost
71-65
to
South Alabama, you say?
Oklahoma in Norman early in since we played them," said
Bliss. "They are tourYes, the champions of the the year.
Sun Belt Conference make
Oklahoma, which has a 20-9 namenttested. And that
their first appearance in big record under Coach Dave means a lot."
time college basketball Bliss, is led by 6-4 forward
Texas rated a two-point pick
playoffs today against the 18th John McCollough, a senior over
Oklahoma
while
ranked Louisville Cardinals.
from Lima, Ohio, who was Big Louisville was a six-point
In the first game of the Eight Player of the Year
choice over South Alabama.
doubleheader, Big Eight
Champion Oklahoma and
MI Our Customers
Southwest Conference cochampion Texas tangle for the
Are Senior Citizens
right to advance to the MidWhen It Comes To
west Finals next week in
Discounts!
Cincinnati.
South
Alabama
and
Oklahoma were the underdogs.
N. fiN KS Nee
We keep prescnp"We shouldn't be tight,"
Cress, Mesh- Net,
titre r
di for
said Jaguar Coach Cliff Ellis.
paid
ollsorgios, tea la•
aid
VA
"There's pressure all the way
prescriptions
macs records
just winning your conference
championship. Two teams in
our conference, Jacksonville
No Matter What
and North Carolina-Charlotte,
Age You Are, We
have been to the final four in
the NCAA."
Automatically Figurc
South Alabama is 20-6,
Your Discount
winning 17 of its last 20 games.
To
the
Lowest Penny
Rory White, a 6-foot-8 forward
who averaged 1913 points and
The Price You Pay Is What
8.4 rebounds a game, was the
catalyst for the Jaguars, who
Saves You Money
shot an impressive 51 per cent
from the field.
Three sophomores and a
freshman were slated for the
starting lineup in South
Alabama's debut against
Louisville's Cardinals and the
heralded, Darrell "Dr. Dunk"
641 So
Griffith.
Louisville, 23-7 en route til
WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION

Try Our Discount Cash Prices

p. Uncle Jeff's

Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy

laies are Crazy
They do crazy things, like loop, dive, spin,
zoom, and crash. And they get caught in power lines.
Fly your kite far away from electric lines. If your
kite accidentally falls onto them, let go at once! Don't
risk electrical shock. Trying to pull it down would be
crazy.

West Ky. Rural Electric
2.1""k Cooperative Corporation
pm

Murray

Mayfield
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NIT Second Round Today

Big 10, ACC Still Alive

Hickman County's Jim Berry (lying) sustained cramps in both legs in the Falcons overtime against Paducah Tilghman, but he
came bock to hit two free throws that iced a 50-46 triumph over the Tornado to send Hickman into tonight's First Region chamStaff photo by Tony Wilson
pionship game against Mayfield. Kneeling is teammate Otis Allen.

Maryland's Renaldo Nehemiah
Breaks Meet Record In 60 HH
By the Associated Press
DETROIT
— Renaldo
Nehemiah
had
a
disqualification last week and
followed that up with an
embarrassing injury.
But Friday the 19-year-old
Maryland sophomore embarrassed his competition in
the 15th annual NCAA Indoor
Track and Field Championships at Cobo Arena.
"This is my last indoor this
season and I want to put on a
show for the people and
myself," Nehemiah said after
breaking the meet record
twice in the 60-yard high
hurdles trials.
His performances overshadowed the seven finals.
The two-day meet concludes
today with 11 final events.
Defending champion and

cofavorite Texas-El Paso,
shooting for its fifth title in six
years, is first with 27 points,
followed by Auburn, 16;
Dartmouth and Tennessee, 14
each, and Southern Illinois, 12.
There were 27,7 teams that
scored at least one point in the
10-8-6-4-2-1 scoring system.
Co-favorite Villanova had
just two points. But with its
strong events to go, it appeared to have a shot at the
title.
Nehemiah was disqualified
in a heat of last week's IC4A
meet for failing to clear, the
final hurdle. :Monday he injured his buttocks while not
quite clearing a hurdle in
practice.
But in his first trial heat
Friday he was timed in 7.08
seconds. Then he came back

with a 6.94 in the quarterfinals — a half-second faster
than his nearest rival. He set Pi
meet mark last year with a
7.11 in the trials and owns the
world mark of 6.88.
"I still have pain in it now,"
he said of his injury, -but it's
psychological pain. It won't
bother me unless I hit it."
The affable speedster said:
"I want to be an all-around
performer, in the trials and
the race. I don't care how
much of a lead I have,I'll give
100 percent."
James Walker of Auburn,
who won the 440-yard dash in
48.61 seconds, was one of the
qualifiers for today's 60-yard
hurdles finals with Nehemiah.
"That guy's phenomenal,"
Walker said of Nehemiah.
-He's in a class by himself. It

By The Associated Press
Clemson edged Kentucky 68-67
The Big Ten and Atlantic in overtime and Maryland
Coast Conferences are alive went to triple overtime for a
and well and playing in the 67-65 decision over Rhode
National Invitation Tour- Island.
nament.
Besides Kentucky's loss to
All three of the Big Ten Clemson, the SEC got burned
schools and the trio of ACC when Mississippi State was
teams in the original NIT field beaten 80-78 by little Alcorn
of 24 have reached the second State. Alabama stayed alive
round /of the nation's oldest by beating St. Bonaventure 98v --tiolgiate basketball tour- 89.
nament.
The tournament resumes
Then there is the Southeast Monday night with six games.
Conference, which also Purdue,24-7, hosts Dayton, 19started with three teams — 9, after walloping Holy Cross
Kentucky
‘Mississippi State 105-81. Maryland, 19-10, is at
and Alabama — in the tour- home against Ohio State, 18ney. Alabama is the only one 10, in the only head-to-head
,if the three still playing.
showdown between the Big
Purdue, Indiana and Ohio Ten and ACC. Old Dominion,
State all advanced with lop- 22-6, plays at Clemson, 19-9.
sided first-round victories to Virginia 19-9, plays at
keep the Big Ten prestige Alabama, 20-10; Alcorn State,
intact. No. 16 Purdue ripped 28-0, plays at Indiana, 19-12;
Central Michigan 97-80, and Texas A&M, 23-8, visits
Indiana stopped Texas Tech Nevada-Reno,21-6.
78-59 and Ohio State routed St.
Four of Monday's w
Joseph's, Pa.,80-66.
advance to the tour ment's
The three ACC clubs — third round M re 5 or 16 at
Virginia, Maryland and sites. to be de ermined. Two
Clemson — all survived closer others, in a blind draw, move
calls. Virginia nipped Nor- directly into the March 19
theast
Louisiana
79-78, semifinals
(
schedulfor

would take a superhuman
effort to beat him."
Auburn had another winner
in Mark Baughman, who
heaved the shot 62 feet, 10
inches.
Prairie View's Evans White,
spurred by the crowd, captured the 880 in 1:51.90.
Texas-El Paso's Michael
Musyoki took advantage of the
absence
of
flu-ridden
Washington State star Henry
Rono to win the three-mile M
13:21.6.
Indiana's Robert ,Cannon
leaped 54 feet, 81.4 inches to
win the triple jump while
Larry Myricks of Mississippi
took the long jump in 25-1034.
White and Myricks are the
first representatives from
their schools ever to compete
in the NCAA meet.

York's Madison Square
Garden. The championship
game is set for March 21.
Perhaps the most intriguing
matchup is the Indiana-Alcorn
State game.

Irwin Leads Gleason Classic
By the Associated Press
LAUDERHILL, Fla. — A
deeply satisfied Hale Irwin,
who had used a little
psychological ploy on himself,
leaned back, smiled and
announced:
"I just putted the hell out of
It.
"I'm not talking just about
all the short ones. I'm talking
about those 15 and 25 and 30

Sloan, though disappointed
with the defeat, was pleased
with his team's effort. "Our
seniors played their hearts
out," he said. "We just came
up short.- CarlisIa..nded it
season at 20-12.

MAY111121 66
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footers.
"In a nutshell, I have not
had a putting round like this in
a long,long time."
He one-putted 10 times —
including three birdies from
25-30 feet — in a course-record
10-under-par 62 that provided
him with a share of the
second-round lead Friday in
the $300,000 Jackie Gleason
Inverrary Golf Classic.

POWER DRIVE

WHEELCHAIRS
4Jennings

by Evetest
•

Mayfield AdviRii es
Continued from page 5
feels any additional pressure
to capture their second
straight region crown.
"I don't see how anyone can
say that after we lost (Wes)
Mills (due to a knee injury),"
he said. -He averaged 15
points and was the team
leader in assists and free
throws. That's a big loss.-

Aleorn's victory over
Mississippi State, constructed
on a full court press and
frantic rally in the final six
minutes, extended the Braves'
unbeaten streak to 28 games
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*Blood Pressure
Kits
*Hollister
Ostomy Supplies
*Jobst Support
Stockings
*Disposable
Underpaids
*Sickroom Supplies
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3 6
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2 2
0 2
1 4
0 0
0 0
21 51
12-66
13-51

*Hospital Beds
*Walkers
*Commodes
*Crutches
*Canes
_
RENTAL&
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BATHROOM
SAFETY AIDS

Tub and Shower Benches
Wall and Tub Grab Bars

COMPARE OUR DISCOUNT PRICES

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL SUPPIJES
2511 S. NIB St., Murray, 7534054
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Sports At A Glance
College Basketball
Friday's College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
NC AA Cluunpissalits Tournament
First Rowed
East Reganial
Pennsylvania 73, Iona 69
St John's 75, Temple 70
Mideast Regional
Lamar 96, Detroit 67
Tennessee 97. E Kentucky 81
lathiest Regional
Virginia Tech 70, Jacksonville 53
Weber St. $I. New Mexico St. TS. OT
West Regional
Pepperdine 92, Utah U. OT
Southern Cal 116, Utah St. 67
NCAA Eihisiost II Tournament
4/barlerftaals
Bndgeport 92. St Joseph's, led 82

Prep Basketball
Boys
lit Region
Mayfield 66 Carlisle Co Si
Hickman C5.0 Pad Tilghman 46 OT
Regan
Christian Co 54 Union Co 43
Henderson Co 75 Madisonville 68
Trd Region
Owensboro 76 Ohio Co 60
Bremen 75 13.V1013 Co 58
4th Regius
Bowling Green 71 Barren Co 44
Warren East 66 Edmorison Co 62
ids Regan
Lou DeSa les 71 lou Stuart 61
7th Regka
Lou Westport 67 Lou Moore 66
9th Reno.
Ft 'Thomas Highlands 72 Newport Cath
64
Co.., Holmes 66 Dixie Heights 54
Ink Reglad
Mason Co 53 Bracken Co 37
Harrison Co 64 Clark Co 59
11th Region
Franklin Co 69 Madison Cent 57
Les Lafayette 79 Woodford Co 66
126 Regina
Wayne Co 66 Lincoln Co 64
Pulaski Co 58 Garrard Co 54
140 Region
Hazard 53 Fleming-Neon 49
Whitest:erg 59 M C Napier 55
1318 Regan
Sheldon Clark 61 Pikeville 52

Baseball
Ezbeiltiaa Baseball Scores
By The Assiseasied Press
Prislay's Gaines
Atlanta 9, Houston 4
Los Angeles 6. Texas 3
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 0
Pittsburgh 5. Chicago 'Al1
Detrott 4. Boston 1
Kansas City 6,..New York , A 1
Seattle 8, Chicago e Ni 3
San Francisco 8. Milwaukee 1
San Diego 9, Yakut! 7
California 1, Cleveland 0

Transactions

Virgie 77 Johnson Cent 61
16tb Region
Ashland 53 Greenup Co 46
Ash Holy Family 68 Fairview 56
Girls
018 Region
Nelson Co 6 Taylor Co 5
Ft Knox 56 LaRue Co 24
N Hardin 60 Green Co 42
Marion Co 62 Bard Bethlehem 38
thb Reties
1.ou Western 74 LOU Does 48
718 Region
Lou Assumption 61 Fern Creek 57
nth Region
Shelby Co 61 Williamstown 42
Oldham Co 67 N Stalin 40
130 Region
Clay Co 55 Whitley Co 29
Cumberland
38
Pineville 45

EASTERN KENTUCKY 181
Tillman 7 7-8 21. Merchant 4 3-5 11,
Bootcheck 10.62. Ellice 5 1-2 11. Jones 601 12, Tierney 6 1-2 13, Moore 1 1-1 3.
Williams 2004,
Jenkins 2 04) 4. Totals 34
13-19 81.
TENNESSEE 197
Crosby 7 5-5 19. Johnson 8 6-12 20, Wood 3
1-2 7, Bertelkamp 1 043 2, Carter 7 4-4 IS.
Glenn 1 0-0 2, Stapleton 0 0-0 0.
Merisreather 1 0-0 2, Teffeteller 0 2-2 2,
Darden 3 2-2 6, Threeths 5 1-2 11, Nash 21-2
5. Ray 0 1-2 1. Totals 36 25-33 97
-Halftime-Tennessee 44, Eastern
KA-nicky 38. Fouled out-Bootcheck.

BASEBALL
American League
SEATTLE MARINERS- Signed Julio
Cruz, second baseman, and Byron
McLaughlin, pitcher, to one-year con
tracts.
Noncom!League
SAN FRANCISCOGIANTS- Signed Bill
North, outfielder, to a two-year contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
MINNESOTA VIKINGS- Named Les
Steckel assistant coach.
NEW YORK GIANTS- Named Bob
Lord offensive backfield coach.
PHHADELPHIA EAGLES- Named
Lynn Stiles tight end coach.
ST LOCIS CARDINALS- Named Jim
Sweeney offensive backfield coach
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS- Named Rusty
Tillman special teams coach.
HOCKEY
World Hockey Associatioa
NEW ENGLAND WHA•LERS-Signed
POLL] Poptel, defenseman. for a five-game
try out
COLLEGE
ARIZONA STATE-Named Herman
Frasier assistant athletic director
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE- Named
Gary Walters head basketball coach.
UNIVERSITY OF MOOS-TON-Harry
Fouke, athletic director, retired.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO-Named
the Rev Patrick Cahill athletic director

Bowling
Standings

122
Ill
615

an

an
WO

1762
1670
1(29
2361
2172
190
115
116
728

ne
325
508
493
471
WO
IIM
114
171
156
153
150
147
141
. 140
139
139

W
Team
561
/
2
Peoples Bank
36
Gary & Mick's Used Cars
54
Thurman Furniture
Dennison Hunt
53)t
53
Land lovers
Paradise Kennels
42
Murray Ins.
401
/
2
Handicaps
M
37
Holland Drugs
.
1
2
Credit Bureau of Murray... . 51/
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Gary & Mick's Used Cars
Dennison Hurst
Peoples Bank
HIGH TEAM GAME(NC)
Gary& Mick's Used Cars_
Paradise Kennels
Dennison Hunt
HIGH TEAM SERIES dIC)
Peoples Bank
Dennison Hind
Thurman Furniture
HIGH TEAM SERIES(MC)
Denmann Hurd
Gary & Mick's Used Cars
Paradise Kennels
HIGH IND. GAME(SE)
Sondra Rice
Marge Hinman
Debbie H000er
HIGH IND.GAME(INC)
Debbie Griffin
Sondra Rice
Marge Hinman
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Marge Hinman
Sondra Rice
fie-blue Hopper
HIGH IND.SER/ES(MC)
Marge Hinman
Debbie Hopper
Sondra Rice
HIGH AVERAGES
Lois Smith
Smdra Rice
Marge Hinman
Mildred Hodge
Ethelene WGalIon
Debbie Hopper
Valerie Morris
Mary Harris
Judy Flak
Barbara Hendon

I.
351
/
2
36
38
39
50
511
/
2
54
55
62/
1
2
•
706
WO
765

2233
2212
2170
ISM

172
164
162
156
154
152
152
.150
149
146
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Buy one at '295° & Pay
Only 1c For The Other
IN OUR SPECIAL COLLECTION OF STYLES
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY, MARCH 11th

MAR-KEL LIGHTING
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER - PARIS. TENN.

NEW SPRING HOURS: 10 A.M. T1L 8 P.M. MON. THRU SAT.

1 PPM. TIL ON SUNDAY
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citing collection of styles with
,white pleated shades and mushroom shiered pleated shades--

Magic Tri
Bowling League
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In rainbow colors and more ex-
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Diller or Dolly
Friday ?Amin League
Week 0E3441
Team
W
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
52
46
==ithliEl"71177
M.FA.Wartime
46
ShoesnakerSsCE
42
Paradise Kennel
411
/
2
East Y Grocery
39
Astro Car Wash
371
/
2
Key Cars
36/
1
2
Lucky Seven
30/
1
2
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
M F.A Insurance
Astro Car Wash
M.F.A. Insurance
HIGH TEAM GAME(HC)
M.F.A.!nommen
Aatro Car Wash
M.F.A. Insurance
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
MI' Instrance
Ky Lake 011 Co.
Astro Car Wash
HIGH TEAM SERIES I HC)
M,F A Insurance
Ky. Lake Cal Co.
Astro Car Wash
HiGH IND.GAME(SC)
Margret Morton
Pat Scott
Karen McFerron
HIGH IND. GAME(HC)
Karen McFerron
Carolyn Bomar
Margret Morton
HIGH IND.SERIES SC)
Lots Smith
Pat .Scott
Mary Harris
HIGH IND.NUM(HC)
Rowena Emerson
Karen McFerron
Pam Scott
HIGH AVERAGES
la/IA Smith
Pat Scott
Ann Green
Margret Morton
Mary Harris
Marie Clark
Vickie Oskar
Jane Parks
Hilda Bennett
Jane MrCuisgan
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Watching For Spetlighters Makes For
Lang Night For Conservation Officer
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For Willard Browning the
night had started out just like
a lot of other long, uneventful
nights. He'd eaten an early
supper and then driven into a
creek bottom to keep his vigil.
This night was a rough one.
Snow had begun to fall heavily
and by the time he pulled off
the blacktop onto the
shadowed farm lane a half
inch of the white stuff covered
the countryside.
"I guess I average sitting
out a night 10-15 times a
month," Browning said. He's
a.conservation officer with the
State Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, and the
stake out effort part of the
agency's program to thwart a
growing deer
poaching
problem.
The nights and hours are
long and usually boring for the
officers, filled with watching
cars' headlights, waiting for a
spotlight to come on and scan
adjacent fields for the green
glint of a deer's eyes. Unless
officers are working on a tip,
it's a game of hit or miss. . .
and the misses far outnumber
the hits.
"I had a buddy with me that
night, and we'd been there
about an hour, just talking,"
Browning related. He said
several cars had driven
tbrough the bottoms which is
also frequented by deer. "I
chn usually tell if somebody's
hunting by the way they drive.
They'll be going real slow, and
they'll probably use a
spotlight or the car's
headlights to check d field."
- After an hour Browning saw
a- truck ease through the
bottom, and he suspected
something was up. The truck
climbed the opposite hill,
turned around and came back
to the flat terrain. Two men
get out, and the truck drove
off.
:"I watched them through
my field glasses. There was
enough reflection off the snow
to see them clearly,"
Browning said. The men were
approximately 200 yards from
where his truck was concealed.
"They pulled out small
flashlights and followed the
creek through the field about
175 yards away from the
road," the offiow continued.
"Then they cut out into the
field and started flashing their
lights around like they were
trying to find something. I
called David Loveless (Fish
and Wildlife District I
Supervisor) on the radio and
asked that he stand by on the
road leading out of the bottorn."
Then Browning made his
move. He slipped out of his
truck, hurried to the road,
crossed over to the other side
and crept down to where the
men had been dropped off. He
still wasn't sure of their
purpose, but he felt there was
good reason to check the
situation out.
"Pretty soon they were
walking back toward me.
They came through the field
and then turned to parallel the
road, and I could tell they
were dragging something.
That's when I could see each
one of them pulling on a deer's

leg."
When the men got to within
10 feet of Browning he stepped
up onto the road, turned on his
light and said, "Halt! State
game warden!" The men
froze in the beam of light, and
the officer then told them to
get down on the ground. They
failed to obey, and Browning
again ordered them onto the
ground.
"That's when one of them
broke atid ran," Browning
said. "I hollered out that I was
a state and federal game
warden. He'd gone about a
hundred feet when he decided
to stop and come back."
Again the officer ordered
the men to "hit the ground."
Then the man who had run
turned sideways and raised
his right hand to his hip. "I
thought he might be going for
a gun," Browning said, and
that's when he pulled his own
pistol. "It was the first time in
5L2 years of law enforcement
service that I'd drawn my gun
in the line of duty."(Poachers
nearly killed an officer three
years ago near Louisville, and
Browning admits the incident
has made him more careful.)
This time the poachers
complied with Browning's
order to lay down. He checked
them for weapons, holstered
his pistol and then placed the
men under arrest. He called to
the friend in the truck to radio
Officer Loveless for help, and
in a matter of minutes
Loveless arrived, loaded the
men into his truck and drove
away.
"I got back off the side of the
road and waited for the man in
the pickup vehicle," Browning
continued. A truck came down
the hill, and Browning blinked
his flashlight on and off. The
truck drove on past.
A few minutes later another
vehicle came along. The
flashlight blinked, and the
truck slowed down and
stopped ten feet past where
Browning waited with the
deer. He walked up, shined the
light into the cab and an-

nounced, "State game warden."
The driver said he was going
to see a friend and asked what
was going on. Browning told
the man he was conducting a
routine check and asked why
he'd stopped. The man replied
he thought the , blinking
flashlight might have been a
signal from someone needing
help.
Then Browning explained
that he had caught two men
with an illegally killed deer,
and that he was checking to
find the driver of the vehicle
tabbled for the pickup. He told
the man his truck fitted the
description, and he asked who
owned it. The name the driver
gave was that of one of the
men who had been dragging
the deer.
About this time Officer
Loveless returned with a copy
of the Miranda rights ("You
have the right to remain
silent. . ."). The rights were
read, and then the men freely
admitted to the whole scheme.
The deer had been shot from
the road late in the afternoon,
and the poachers had waited
for the cover of darkness
before trying to recover the
carcass.
The men were taken to the
Marshall County courthouse,
the county attorney was
summoned, and he advised
that citations be issued and
the men be released. They
later paid stiff fines, lost their
hunting privileges, and were
placed on varying lengths of
probation. The man who
admitted to shooting the deer
surrendered his rifle for
confiscation. The truck, a 1979
four wheel, could possibly
have been confiscated for
resale by the state, but the
men's cooperation after arrest
saved this from happening.
After issuing citations, the
officers went for coffee to ease
the chill and then skinned the
deer. It was later donated to a
needy family.
The doe was approximately
20 months old, yet to have its
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first family of fawns. Had it
survived,and had its offspring
survived, that single deer
could have accounted for a
large number of deer in
coming years, deer that would
have filled waiting babitat and
offered hunters and nature
enthusiasts many enjoyable
moments.
But the doe was shot — shot
illegally „from the road by a
game thief. Browning sees
poaching in west Kentucky as
a major problem, one which
keeps local herds from
growing rapidly, if at all.
The Fish and Wildlife officers can't control the
situation without help. They
can be in the right place at the
right time once in a while, like
Willard Browning was, but too
often there are more poachers
and more backroads and,
bottoms than the officers can
cover. They need help in the
form of interested people who
care enough to phone in with
tips. "We need people to call
when they see someone
jacklighting or when they hear
a shot, not a couple of weeks
later," Officer Browning said.
"They should also try to get
any information they can, a
pinpoint on where the
poaching is going on, a
description of the vehicle, a
license number, anything."

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — hunting. In one county and in
Kentucky deer hunters will portions of three others, either
have basically the same sex deer may be taken on all
hunting - seasons
and six days.
regulations as last year,
The Zone 1 counties, which
although Kentucky's open are open to either sex of deer
counties have been divided for six days, are Edmonson,
into four zones with differing Barren west of Interstate 65,
regulations for gun hunting.
Hart west of 165 and south of
The Fish and Wildlife Kentucky Route 88, and
Commission has approved gun Ballard north and west of U.S.
and bow hunting in 110 of the 60. The other portions of these
120 counties.
counties are open for antlered
An archery season for either deer only on all six days.
sex deer will run Oct. 1-Nov. 9,
Zone 2 counties, with one
Nov. 13-19 and Dec. 4-31. In day of either sex hunting
addition, an 11-day crossbow 1Dec. 1) and five days of
only season for either sex deer antlered deer only hunting,
is scheduled Nov.20-30.
are Crittenden, Livingston
In 75 counties, the gun deer and McCracken.
season will consist of two
Zone 4 counties, open for
"long weekend" hunts — Nov. three days (Nov. 10-12) for
10-12 and Dec. 1-3. In the other antlered deer only, are:
35 open counties, hunting will Adair,
Bell,
Bourbon,
be permitted for antlered deer Breathitt, Clark, Clay,
( deer with at least one antler Clinton, Daviess, Fayette,
four inches long or longer) for Garrard, Greenup, Hardin,
three days only, Nov. 10-12.
Harlan, Jackson, Jefferson,
Only antlered deer may be Jessamine, Kenton, Knox,
taken in 68 counties, while in Laurel, Lee, Leslie, Letcher,
three counties there will be Lyon, Madison, Marshall,
one day of either sex and five Mercer, Metcalfe, Mondays of antlered deer only tgomery, Morgan, Owsley,

BoatShow Mid

Last weekend sure was nice folks that are into the
nasty as far as the weather boating scene.
All right now, things are
was concerned. Those nice
people that braved it and trying to pop out of the ground
attended Grayson & Don and turn green so you know
hicChire's boat show, were not what this means. It means
spring is happening and the
disappointed.
I enjoyed it myself ver fish are hungry for a minnow.
much and really met some I sure hope there will be
enough to go around, I think
1979 will be a good year for
fishermen and live bait
dealers.
I saw part of a show on a
Tenn. TV station last night
and they were really hauling
the crappie out of Ky. Lake.
They were fishing the Paris
Landing area and south from
there for a few miles.
Minnows fished in tree tops
and brush piles around three
feet deep were hot as a
firecracker. The water was
deeper than three feet now so
don't get confused.
The lakes are really rising
from all of the flood waters
around us but I think if the
wind isn't too bad and the sun
shines, a fellow could jerk a
few into a boat. I have some
information, provided by
Frank Requarth of Murray,
that was compiled lest year.
I haven't been able to get an
in-depth study on Mr.
Requarth so this will have to
Fish and Wildlife Officer Willard Browning examines a young doe shot illegally in
do for now.
Marshall County. Officer Browning was on a stake out in early February when
Mr. Requarth keeps a daily
diary on his fishing trips,
poachers attempted to recover the carcass, and he arrested them on the spot. The
listing all of his mileage exthree men subsequently received heavy fines and probated sentences, and they lost
penses for gas, lures, etc.
their hunting privileges for up to two years. The rifle used in the incident was also conHis total count for 1978 was
fiscated for resale.
averaged out to 9ki fish per
trip and 38.54 cents per fish,
••- • 7-,71
,
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AMMER OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
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which is not bad. His first trip
for the year was April the 9th
and the last for the season was
October the 30th.
I hope this coming year will
be much better for this fine
gentleman.
I am sure he will have an
abundance of stories to tell, so
look him up and let him spin a
few.
Our water conditions could
be better but at least its
warmer. 46 degrees and
climbing right along now, if
we can get some sunshine,
look out!
Bass fishing has been tough,
you know it is when Glen
Stubblefield strikes out.
He also was fishing in water
muddy enough to walk on
almost. Glen is one of the best
around so the fact that he even
went means the bass should
have been feeding.
Be sure and get all of your
yard cleaning done soon
because fishing season is on
us!
HAPPY FISHING!

Pike, Rockcastle, Simpson,
Whitley and Woodford.
All other open counties are
classed as Zone 3 and are open
for all six days for antlered

deer only.
The 10 closed counties are
Estill, Floyd, Johnson, Knott,
Lincoln, Magoffin, Martin,
Perry, Powell and Wolfe.

Seasons For Rabbit
And &oilShortened
see on their regular routes
By HERBERT SPARROW
during the last week of June,
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — July and August for the past 18
The state Fish and Wildlife years, "so we have a good.
Commission has decided to data base for comparison."
The 1978 survey found 3e..
shorten the 1979-80 hunting
seasons for quail and rabbit percent fewer quail than that
after the animals' numbers reported in 1977 and 54 percent
were reduced by two severe fewer than the 18-year
'average, Brune said. The,
winters.
The quail hunting season number of rabbits had •
-has been shortened by 11 days. declined 2 percent over the 18It will open as usual on the year average and 30 percent
third Thursday in November, from the previous year.
The other small game and
the 15th, but will last only
limits set by the commission
through Feb. 17.
The rabbit season will be were virtually unchanged
shorter by 10 days, also from last year.
They are: squirrel, Aug. 18opening Nov. 15 and running
Oct. 31 and Nov. 15-Dec. 31, ,
through Jan. 21.
The bag limit for quail has limits of six bag and 12
been reduced from 10 to eight possession; grouse, Nov. 15and the possession limit from Feb. 29, limits four and eight;
20 to 16, while bag limits for furbearers (trapping), Nov. ;
rabbit will be four instead of 15-Jan. 31, no limits, and
six and possession limits eight furbearers (other methods) .
Nov. 15-Jan. 31, no limits
instead of 12.
Joe
Bruna,
game except that no more than one
management director for the raccoon per hunter or no more
state Department of Fish and than three per party of three ,
Wildlife Resources, concedes or more hunters may be • ;
his department's biologists do taken.
Falconry hunting will be:,
not believe the reduced limits
will have that much of an allowed from Nov. 1 through.'the last hunting date for the •
impact.
"And mother nature will species hunted.
Trapping.and hunting for all
take care of the population
shortage whether we do species except waterfowl,
anything or not," Brune said. rails, galhnules, woodcock
and snipe will be closed
"But we feel this will help."
Bruna said the combination throughout the entire state
of the annual survey of small during the gun deer season,
game by rural mail carriers Nov. 10-12 and Dec. 1-3, except
the
eight
wildlife
and checks with hunters in- in
dicate there has been a drastic management areas.
Those areas are West
reduction in the number of
Kentucky, Higginson-Henry,
quail and rabbits.
He said that rural mail Land Between the Lakes,Fort
carriers have conducted Knox, Fort
Campbell,
surveys of small game they Yellowbank, Kleber and Clay.

A storage battery does not store electricity, but chemicals
which can create electricity.
—--------------
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KING of VALUES

Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
410 lN

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
4th
753-6'779A
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Suit Consolidation Move Rejected
piecemeal trial ef this case in
both the trial and appellate
courts," the judges said.
The petitioners, who are
some of the defendants in
litigation arising out of the
fatal fire, sought to prohibit
Diskin from enforcing a pretrial order setting a trial for
April 17 for a group of eight of
the defendants or an alternate
group of five defendants.
The appellate court, noting
that the litigation involves
about 250 individual plaintiffs
and 1,100 individual defendants, said Diskin had
determined that because of
the number of parties, the
expected complexity of issues
and length of a trial, a single
trial of all the issues and
parties would be -a virtually
unmanageable event" which

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The Kentucky Court of
Appeals has rejected a
petition seeking to consolidate
suits arising from the May
1977 Beverly Hills Supper Club
fire in which 165 persons died.
In a related development in
Newport, Campbell County
Circuit Judge John Diskin,
following the lead last week of
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin, Friday approved the $3
million out-of-court settlement
between the victims and the
owners.
A three-judge Court of
Appeals panel ruled Friday
that consolidation of the suits
would lead to a series of appeals that would increase the
delay and expense of defendants.
"The result would be a

:a*.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Pronoun

ACROSS
4
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
1 Shoe5 Crimson
maker s tool 6 Negative
•4 Journeys
prefix
9 Eon
7 Pool
'
:: 12 Greek letter 8 Mean
* 13 Long-legged 9 Issue
..•
bird
10 Rodent
.*
11 One or some
•.• 14 Fortify
15 Imitated
16 Irritate
. 17 Number
18 Approaches
19 Lever
20 Replies
20 Snake
21 Pamphlet
21 Hike
22 Cowboy
23 Symbol for
competition
manganese 23 Debatable
•:• 24 King of birds 25 Climbing
27 Staff
plant
36 Suckles
46 Carriage
28 Station
26 Go in
38 Aquatic
47 Macaw
30 Check
28 Phenyl symmammals
As written
48
: 31 Paid notice
bol
40 Walks
Mus
7 32 April 29 Abound
42 Title of re34 Near
49 Vast age
32 Denude
spect
35 Coin
33 Rupees
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50 Ocean
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(abbr
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9 10 11
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would make securing a fair
trial difficult.
The court disagreed with the
petitioners' contention that
their only remedy is for the
appellate court to issue a writ
of prohibition since their right
to appeal is manifestly
inadequate.
The appellate judges said
their contention that an appeal
would cost more and take
longer is not sufficient to
demonstrate that the appeal
route is inadequate.
Diskin's decision in Newport
absolves Richard J. Schilling,
his four sons and 4-R Corp. of
any further liability by survivors of the 165 who died and
50 injured in the night club
fire.
Under the agreement, the
Schillings turned over all but
$200,000 in insurance money,
the real estate on which the
club stood and other specified
items.
The order does not,
however, release the owners
from liability in cross suits
filed by other defendants.
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HE TROOPS
ROPERTY
ROTECTIO

e'll protect almost
nything you own or rent
ome, apartment,
ondominium, and

:•:
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I THINK I'LL
PHONE THE KIDS

AND TELL THEM
ABOUT MY
TOOTHACHE

6fOU'RE LEANING OVER..
qOU'RE LEANING WA'?
OVER ...(kW OVER ....

GOODNESS-SHE'S
CALLED
ABOUT
20 KIDS ,

Frances Drake

ive us

a call.

SOS PUNNET
INSURANCE AGENCY
117 It 4t• tawny
70-431

Representing:
FMERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
EVINDY'PR

t.I.INAT IF SOMEBODY
SNEAKED UP BEHIND
'?0U, AND..

NANCY -ISN'T YOUR

ARM
GETTING
TIRED?

PIP MY IS SALE DRY
A4'1P

FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 11, 1979

What

kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out Wtsat
the stars say, read the

try to implement it right
away.
forecast given for your birth SCORPIO
t Oct. M to Nov. 21) nv
Sign.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)VAA
Help you need from a friend
may not be forthcoming. Still,
don't act like you can do the
work by yourself, when really
you can't.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Though you may meet -a
valuable business contact at a
social function, don't try to do
business immediately. Avoid
late partying.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) n450Don't rely on others'
promises now careerwise, but
you can succeed if you'll put
today's ideas into action in the
near future.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 484;2)
Avoid asking too many
people for advice now. Too
many opinions only add to
your confusion. Don't dwell on
the dark side of things.

LEO

12fg

Romantic interests seem to
fare better now than relations
with friends, who may be
somewhat critical at the

I. LEGAL NOTICE
AS OF March 9, 1979, I,
Danny Edmonson, will not be
,responsible for any debts
other than my own.
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

Join the crowd,choose
your paint and
wallpaper at the BelAir Decor Store in the
Bel-Air Shopping Center

present moment.

SAGITTARIUS

40
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 1,
You may have some innovative ideas about domestic
matters now, but keep them
under wraps. Handle elders,
superiors, with care.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan 19) V
Deceptive trends prevail in
the a.m. Get in touch with new
friends if you feel let down by
old ones. Expand your
horizonskv
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Protect financial assets. If
you don't, you'll hear about it
later from partners or other
close
allies.
Sidestep
arguments.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You may be inwardly
disappointed about a partnership matter. Later, you're
tempted to voice your grief,
but now is not the time.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You're prone to fantasize
about romance now and may
be in for a rude awakening.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Avoid confrontations and
both scientific and artistic.
depression about finances.
Though you can succeed at
VIRGO
business, it wouldn't measure
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) RP
You'll do best with an up to your potential as a
original approach to old musician, architect, actor,
problems. Seek
within parfrter, minister,
yourself a fresh point of view. psychologist, or dancer. Your
Otherwise, it's the same old unusual viewpoint often
causes you to experiment with
rut.
your choice of career. Do not
LIBRA
1Ln let your eye for the op(Sept. 23 to Oct. n)Unrealistic thinking mars portunity to obtain financial or
a.m. work efforts. Later, emotional security keep you
you'll come up with a from taking a chance on your
workable program, but don't idealism.

ANVETS
Post 46
Banos
Fri. and Sat.
March 9th & 10th
Featuring

COUNTRY
CONNECTIONS
from
1111
Hwy 79

E

Paris, TN

IF YOU
NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9332
Comp. Care..753-6622
Fire (City)
753-1441
Fire (County)
753-6952
Foster Parents. 753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. . 753-0849
Humane Soc
7594141
Learn To Read.. 753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.
_
A

FOR MONDAY,MARCH U,17

ossessions.

:- PEWITS

OKAY, LET'S SAY YO)'RE
STANDING a THE EDGE
OF THE WORLD...

Your Individual
Horoscope

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)

All display ads,
A close one may have a
problem now. Your efforts to
classified displays and
seek a solution may not work.
regular display, must
Don't let others' hangups get
be submitted by 12
ARIES
you down.
noon, the day before
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
publication.
Extra work may lead to GEMINI
All
reader
inner resentment and then ( May 21 to June 20)
You'd like to get rid of a
classifieds must be
laxity on the job. Try to avoid
domestic problem as soon as
submitted by 12 noon
this chain reaction. Attend to
possible. Unfortunately, some
the
day
before
problems take time to be
publication.
resolved.
__4111Mainwoom___
CANCER
I WOULDN'T, BUT
4
(June 21 to July w2)'0
It's A
SOMEBON
Don't let a
serious
Fact
discussion with a close one
Fres
Gift
I.
lead to an argument with a
Wrapping
third party. Anger should not
1sA Specialty At
undermine logic.
Starks Nardearo
LEO
12th & Poplar
(July 23 to Aug. 221 4/24-2-f
t
753-1227
Face the music re a
FREE PARKING!
financial situation. No sense in
complaining about it. Instead,
do all those boring things that
FOR SALE: Greeting Cards
of all kinds. Expecting new
make a budget work.
selection any day. See
VIRGO
Gerald Waldrop, or call 753Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
1712 after 4 pm.
When you start to talk about
''GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
your problems, others are
love. Let us show you how
liable to accuse you of being
yOU too may have this love.
self-centered. Expect no
Our phone is answered 24
hours
a day by servants of
sympathy.
God, Not A Tape Call 759.
LIBRA
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
Sept. 23 to Oct. n)
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
You'd rather be alone than
VVSJP-AM, Sundays at 12:30.
at a work situation, which
may be the reason why it'll
like little to anger you now.
Ocer Avoid brooding.
SARGE
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
If a friend doesn't appreciate your efforts to help,
you needn't get angry. If
everything was OK, things
'S
'
i
wouldn't be this way.
SAGITTARIUS
'
91W
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Career responsibilities may
make you a bit touchy in other
areas of life. Someone at home
demands to be heard. Keep
the peace.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) /4T(,ki
Matters at a distance may
bother you. Your efforts to
straighten things out may only
complicate the situation. Be
patient.
Plenty,
AQUARIUS
Hen ,an •.• paplesnonal kno•dielpe
and Pols to best-advantape In a Duey
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ald vlfled truKtne
And
COKICO•lt
s Mkt
Oil tws
You may have a difference
PtitChce because PI the periaonne, and
of opinion regarding a
ne needs to do he
Sotpinforid

er

Ar-L

KIM 11111

I

LIKE MY
CHILI REALLY
HOT

NAACO

1M

AsL. V-1$111101,14N4.
ID-011001-9V '

NAM
L_____‘.
Mk SUMSTEAD
THIS IS MY FRIEND,
LEROY McRUPF

C

What's a
good doctor
doing in a
place like this?

financial situation. Now that
you're able to talk about the
matter, you may solve it.
PISCES
)Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(C
'
Partners seem unable or
unwilling to help themselves,
but that's no reason for you to
complain about not getting
enough attention.
YOU BORN TODAY are
articulate and creative. Attracted to the arts, you'd

succeed as a designer, writer,
poet, teacher, dancer, or
actor. However, your affinity
for the written and spoken
word makes the stage and
writing your special fields.

best are proynled wan ale Meal n
t.entra pad appnahcated eautpmant
He may be apectelonno in a readtcal
1.51451 laS botce-anct petting *.•
addmonal naming and ftebsnenre 15
needs so do 1
And hes teNoyesp mentor* Mb
bonuses prrgenatonal habday !Notation
IP days pad vacaloon a y••• and many
onto, pnellepes and tenet, benefits
He a a Navy doctor
Maybe you should be too'
A place Wet leo Oats the challengeSod Is. meanie'
Call now tor totonnaton do."eel at
1101•1141
lin Goorpta- 000 347 55051
0* send retturne 10
Opportunity Information Centre
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NW., Wald Nratycelt I0803
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6. HELP WANTED

1. NOTICE

MURRAY
REMODELING
Nam Improvements

Ilastarations
753-5167
EARN $330
PER WEEK
PART-TIME
If you have $4,990
to invest and a sincere desire to earn
extra income, you
can qualify for a
GARDEN CENTERS
distributorship. We
secure all locations
for you in high traffic retail outlets

such as; Supermarkets, Drug Stores,
Discount Stores, etc.
No selling required,
just restock your
inventory and collect money. Your
investment is secured by inventory
and equipment. For
an opportunity to
participate in a Billion Dollar industry.
CALL NOW,
TOLL FREE,
PHONES ARE
STAFFED 24 HOURS
1-800-821-2280
Ask for ext 1016
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Frances
Wrye wish to express our
sincere thanks to all the
people who were so kind and
thoughtful during our long
time of sorrow and loss.
Many thanks to Bro. Jere!
White, Bro. R.J. Burpoe, also
the lovely soft music and
singing by the King's Sons.
And the Max Churchill
Funeral
Home,
the
pallbearers, the friends and
relatives who came from out
of town, friends and neigh
bors who sent flowers and
food, also cards and phone
calls. May God bless each
and everyone of you. The
Children and Grandchildren.
5. LOST & FOUND
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vac inity of the New
Providence area Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5:30
pm.
REWARD( LOST . male
Boston Terrier, brindle
coloring, heavy weight,
named Tuffy. Please call 7537459.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.
753-3230 or 753-8368.
6.HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
immediately!
Work
at
home. no
experience
necessary. excellent
pay.
Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
COUNTER GIRL wanted,
morning shift. Apply in
person, Dixie Cream Donuts
Shop, 1006 Chestnut St.
DENTAL
ASSISTANT,
minimum
school
high
education. Please send
complete resume to Box 32
D.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
Calloway
person,
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.

luseirdlehi 41pailogs ler
111641111111114
TICKNOtaillITS
,Cnainrnan,

Instruneednian,
Levelman. and Rodman)
1862-49SUmo.
Poesbons in KutlawilAsalte
City, Lone Oak.
Murray and Wiridiffe
M wanton
requirements:
Bachelors degree in Engr.
Technology,
Engr.
Mechanics, or Engr Science;
or Bachelors degree in
Geology, Industrial Direfunc
or Design Technology, or
Associate degree in Engr
Tech , Industrial Drafting,
Design Tech, or Industrial
Tech plus two years of engr
or engr tech espenence. or
high school graduate or the
equivalent) with five years of
engr or engr tech ex-

blakaelll,

RN &
LPN's
for 3 to 11,
and 11 to 7
shifts.
Skilled and ICF
Nursing Facility.
Excellent salary
with benefits.

CARE INN
4th & Indiana
Mayfield, Ky.

thVocellent fringe benefits
Contact the Bureau of Highways' District Office, Kentucky Dam Road. at Reidliand
An Equal Opportunity Employer AVE/H
FULL TIME mature sales
person, must be able to work
rotated days, nights, and
weekends. Apply at Min
nen's, an equal opportunity
employer.
FUND RAISING, mles op
portunity in your area. Call
753 4953.
IMMEDIATE OPEING for
medical office nurse. Send
resume P.O. Box 943,
Murray, KY 42071.
MAJOR
FRANCHISED
dealer seeking experienced
parts sales person. Company
group insurance plans, paid
vacation and holidays, plus
incentive
pay. Excellent
opportunity for growth with
progressive company Send
complete resume of personal
background and work ex
perience to P 0 Box 32E,
Miihray, KY 42071
NEEDED,
2
EX •
PERIENCED cooks.. 2 ex
perienced waitresses, above
average pay. Call 474-2259 for
appointment.

r
Or
I

1

7.

SI
1

$4

a
NEED BABYSITTER for I
month old, 753-0760.
PEOPLE INTERESTED in
making $400 to $800 part
time. Multi-level marketing
experience preferred but not
required. Call for op
pointment only, 753-3763.

SALES CAREER
An unusual prestige opportunity is offered to
outstanding
applicants

who seek a professional
sales career to associate
with
the
No.
1
organization in the
-nation. Liberal salary,
commissions and fringe
benefits. Applicants must
be ambitious and sales
minded. Selection will be
competitive and based on
market evaluations and
personal interviews. Send
resume to Room 615.
Wallace Building, 105
Main Little Rock, Arkan,sas 72201.

c$1

6.
1
91
1

V

6
to
2
31

1
a
2

0
91
1

ri
PART TIME take inventory
in
local
stores,
car
necessary. Write phone
number and experience to
ICC 189, Box 304, Paramus,
NJ 07652.
WANTED: RETIRED or
semi-retired person to do
pickup and delivery. Hours
should be flexible. Write in
own handwriting to P.O. Box
32C, Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED ASSISTANT for
oral surgeon office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32 F,
Murray, KY 42071.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS in
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no overnight travel, ex
cellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1
247 6867, Mayfield, KY, 8:30
AM to 4:00 PM, Monday
through Friday
12. INSURANCE

MOBILE NOME
INSINANCE

See

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3263
•
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED canopy twin
bed frame, also a bunk bed
frame. 753-1785 or 753 8978.
USED BEGINNERS flute,
call 753-6.424 after 4 pm

COINS.. Wont

to by.

for emit
Iidiar of Silver Coins
dated 1964 or earlier.
Coins must have complete dote. Market
price of Silver Content
Paying $5.00

paid ire coins of quality
sad MOW mkt luster.
(502)753-8231

WANT
TO
buy. .Coins,
paying $4.50 for each dollar
of silver coins dated 1964 and
back, also silver 2 dollars
dated 1965 through 1969 will
pay 75 cents each. Call (901)
642-6742 or 782-3408
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE. 16 foot Glasspar
boat, 45 horsepower Chrysler
motor, and trailer, $550. Atso
a two wheel trailer, $75
Lightweight tractor blade,
S80. 435-4170.

perience

Minimum Reqwrernents for
Instrument Man. Levelman
Rodman and Chainman
High School or equivalent
Salary range dependent on
years of qualdying experience
above education reqwrerricnt
From 47500 to 710 00 mow

d

FOR SALE
30 Inch insulated topper for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
SLIGHTLY USED Olivette
typewriter, Lexicon 82,
asking $250. Polaroid camera
420, asking $50. Call 753-8937.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUE DINING room
suite, 8 piece, good condition
Call 753 6660 or nights 753
6121
FOR SALE good used 30
inch double oven, electric
range, white with glass
doors,S150. Call 753-8400.
FOR SALE: Fridgidare 30
inch avacado colored electric
range. Call 753 3981.
NINE PIECE Mahogany
dining room suite, also 3
living room tables. 753-1928.
SOLID CHERRY table, 6
chairs, and buffet. Claw feet
on table,$475. Call 753-3863.
SWIVEL ROCKING chair,
excellent condition, small
book case, oval coffee table
with glass top. 753.0507.

7!
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FURNISHINGS

26. TV-RADIO
36 RENT OR LEASE
IF YOU think breakin' up is
WANT TO lease: air-cured
QUEENSIZE BEDSPREAD hard, you ain't
seen nothin'
and 2 pair of coorclinatiag till you see this beautiful base and burley pounds, Call
489 2154
drapes with valance, tie Amoire
cabinet, Magnavox
backs, and sheers. 149 Also color t.v. and stereo
com- 37. LivESTOCK-SUPP.
an occasional chair, newly bination. It can be yours for
LARGE ROUND bales of
apholstered, S35. One piece, balance due or
monthly good hay loaded on your
11' 2 X 11' 2, carpet, good payments.
Clayton's,
for- truck Call 241.2$89
condition, $29. 753 1611
merly J. & B Music. 753LARGE ROUND bales of
TWO PIECE matching couch 7575.
good hay loaded on your
and chair, excellent con- 27. MOS.HOME SALES
truck Call 247 2889
ditiOn. Also 13 inch color t.v 1972 GAS
MOBILE home, TWO,
ONE
year
old
Call 7518170.
Completely furnished, air, registered Angus bulls
THREE PIECE living room underpinning, very
nice, Phone 435 4385
with
suite
reversible 14500. 753.4074 or 753-1877
34. PETS-SUPPLIES.
cushions, $250. Upright MOBILE HOME,
anchors, AKC ALASKAN
Malamute
Wizard freezer, $175. Call underpinning, roofs
sealed, puppies, excellent
753-0363.
pet and
patio awnings and aluminum
show
quality
puppies.
VINYL HIDE abed, also an carports. Call Jack Glover,
Arcadia Pine Kennels. 753
Early American couch for 753.1873 after 62m.
9390
sale. 753-8478.
19 X 60- TWO BEDROOM,
It SEWING MACHINES
gas, takeover payments. 759- FOR SALE: AKC registered
Lhasa Apso male puppy. 4
FOR SALE: Used Singer 4939.
months old, must sell imsewing machine, zigzag, and 14' X 70' HOUSE TRAILER mediately due to
child's
all regular attachments, full with central heat and air for allergy. Phone 436-5601,
cash price, 1.39 95, sews sale or can take over
perfect, fully guarenteed. payments. Call 759.1856 after GREAT DANE puppies, AK•
C, 6 weeks old, black. $125
Call Martha Hopper, 354. 4 pm.
and up. Paradise Kennels,
6521.
21. MOB.HOME RENTS
753-4106
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 41. PUBLIC
SALES
990 CASE DAVID Brown trailer, Shady Oaks Trailer
GARAGE SALE! Friday 12
tractor, three 16 inch plows, Court,489-2533.
530.
to
Saturday
9 to 6, 1718
10 foot disc, also 8 row AC THREE BEDROOM trailer,
Melrose Court. Black and
planter. 753 3107 days, 753 newly decorated, 5 miles
east white I, v., recliner chair,
5124 nights.
of Murray, deposit and shop
vacuum, trombone,
3000 FREEMAN FRONT end references required. Call 753- children's
clothing,
loader with power bucket. 4 0187.
miscellaneous items.
row Allix Chalmeus, no till TWO BEDROOM
trailer. 3 43. REAL ESTATE
drill with aluminum spray bedroom trailer and
2 station
tank and new pump. 4000 beauty shop all for
\Wu.
rent. 753bushil long grain bin with 52' 0757
6" auger and bin sweep 7
horsepower fan. Call- 436 30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
2372.
300 GALLON SPRAY rig, to Murray State University
polyethylene tank with 10 campus has building for rent.
row boom. 753-2433 after 5 Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
South 12th at SY44‘v10,4
Pm•
after 5 pm.
1972 INTERNATIONAL
TELEPHONE 753-1451
TRACTOR, 3200 hours, disc, 31. WANT TO RENT
Priced
in low thirties
cultivators and chisel plows, TWO BEDROOM house
and just waiting for
all in A-1 condition. Call 382- immediately. Call 759-1036.
2652 after 6 pm.
you is the house at 1600
32. APTS. FOR RENT
INTERNATIONAL
966 FOR
RENT: furnished
Catalina.
Three
tractor with duals, 636 hours apartment two blocks from
bedrooms, extra large
One, 275 Massey Ferguson, University. 5110 per month
living room, kitchen
98 hours. Call 489-2425.
753-4140 or 436-2411.
with lots of cabinets
1976 MODEL 3600 Ford FOR RENT: new 2 bedroom
tractor, 230 hours, with or townhouse apartment, all
and
stove
and
without plows. 436-2552.
carpet, range, refrigerator,
refrigerator. Outside
disposer,
SUPER M. tractor with two dishwasher,
storage and patio. See
row mounted new ideal corn washer and dryer hookup,
it today.
picker. Call after 6 Pm, 751' central heat and air. Call 753
7550.
7654.
ONE
BEDROOM
furnished
22. MUSICAL
imaginative?
YOU
apartment, air conditioned, ARE
USED
GIBSON
Humlocated
121
next to Then, imagine the pleasure
on
mingbird guitar and plush
quiet,
life:
country
of
Fairgrounds. 753.3139.
case. 753-7575.
privacy, beautiful wooded
TWO
BEDROOM
un
23. ExTERMINVIND
parcels
furnished apartment lot,. we have several
acres
Available at once Call 753 of land from 3 to 15
$800 per
low
as
as
starting
4331.
acre. Buy now and ap
TWO BEDROOM apartment, predate for years to come!
central heating and air, 753 1492. .offerd by Loretta
carpeted,
stove, Jobs Realtors.
refrigerator, and water
furnished. 1414 Vine.
THREE ROOMS, furnished,
400 S 6th St., retired couple
preferred. 1-247.1459.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
MODERN 3 BEDROOM
furnished
fully
home,
24, MISCELLANEOUS
equipped kitchen, washer
ARIENS EMPER1OR riding and dryer. Married couple or
lawn mower, used one family preferred. Call (618)
734-3029.
U9111 1)5
season. Call 753-8500."
Your Life
FIREWOOD
FOR
sale, 34. RENT OR LEASE
hickory and oak, $17.50 and
With this choice listing
up. Cutting near New Con
cord. 437.4228.
located where city and
Mini
NOW PAYING $3.50 per
county meet. Beautiful
Warehouse
face for all silver coins dated
Colonial Salt Box four
up through 1964. More for
Storage Space
large amounts. 1965-69
bedroom home that ofFor
Rent
Kennedy halts,65 cents each
fers
a feeling of
For pickup call Cooley in
753-4758
spaciousness
and
Paris,(901)642-5118.

LE
• sspar
rysler
. Also
$75
blade

Fresh Fish arrive daily
Watson Fish Market

For your mobile home insurance quote, please
complete and mail to Wilson Insurance and Real
Estate Agency,Inc. at P.O. Box 522, Murray, Ky.
or call for an interview to 753-3263.
Name
Phone Number
Age of Applicant
Mailing Address
__ _
Location of Mobile Home
Length
Age
Yes,_No
'fled Down
Yes,
__No
Own Lot
Value of Mobile Home
Value of Contents
Lien on Mobile Home

102

Mt, Horrify, X.

ed 30
ectric
glass
re 30
ctric
-•any
'so 3
1928
le, 6

feet
863
chair,
small
table

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

AND
VACANT
READY FOR YOU!
This 3 bedroom, neat
home with extra lot.
F,conomical gas heat,
carpeted,. large upstairs bedroom. A
good investment on
Sycamore Street. See
This Today. Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
ARE YOU shrewd? If so,
don't miss this buy..2
bedrooms, 1
bath...maintenance free aluminum
siding, storm doors and
windows located on one half
acre_ priced in teens. Call
753.1492 or 437-4446...offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
MLENO R 191.

Ainloy Auction &
Realty Sales
COt

REGISTERED,PROFESSIONAL

GS
room
• ition
S 753

freedom to its lucky
owner. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all the details.
Priced in upper 570's.

Phone 759-1208

WILSON
livette
82,
• mere
8937.

49. USED CARS

BELIEVE

IT: II
46. HOMES FOR SALE

43. REAL ESTATE

Special Of
Tlie West
Price Reileced
Owner Transferred
Very nice 3 bedroom
brick in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in
county.
the
Beautiful comer lot,
wooded located at
Hwy. 299 and Poor
Farm Rd. Lying room,
kitchen dining area,
stove,
dishwasher,
new Fisherwood Burning stove, low electric bills, 3 bedrooms,
tile dr marble bath,
utility room, paved
drive, new septic tank
and • field tile, new
water tank, plastic under
house.
Only

EASY LIM'
Neatly decorated 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
In the country. Home
is less than one year
old with such extras as
expensive wall to wall
carpet, thermopane
windows and central
heat and air. All this
and more for only
$38,900.00. Make your
move today and call us
for an appointment.
Phone 753-1222, KOPPERUD REALTY.
-dmaimmommok
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites
located
on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753 7531.

not,

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
K 1th 1 he

F riendh rote

THE WORLD AT
YOUR FEET IN A
HILLTOP HOME Brand New Listing
less than 1 mile from
city. Spacious 4
bedroom B.V. home,
gas or electric heat,
fireplace, carpeting. 2car garage/workshop.
Situated on 3 acres,
ideal location for
business on corner.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
REDUCED, AND you can
pocket the savings! Brick
home near
University .3
spacious bedrooms, bright
sunny
kitchen,
large
lot., priced in the 30's. Call
today
for
an
appointment...753.1492 or 7532249.. offered
by
Loretta
Jobs Realtors...MLS No. T
602
Retirement Cotter/I 2 BR
home it 625 grad ided for

towels plawilose retirmiont.
Let hes purges spot to seem
fresh vegolables. Also has
stern goon sad windows
Only $18,750.00.
Jobe Sada,Realtor

Purdom 11 Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate.
southva. Court Sguore
Merrily, Rentecky

753-4451

AMU

auctioneer R ealtorAppraiser
Ph i 9M 1479-2946 474-17*
South Fulton Tenn

NURSES
NEEDED AT
Nee and Rice
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

i
j

Professional Services
With Tile Friendly Tench'

7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

INVESTORS!! Check
this nice livable frame
home,on 20 acres, 236'
Hwy. frontage on 641
North about 1 mile.
Ideal Commercial or
Residential site. This
property can ONLY
Appreciate In Value.
Check This Today.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

U.SERVICES OFFERED

ADDITIONS,
EN.
CLOSURES,
fireplaces,
Soars, save on those high.. garages,
home new
building,
fleeting and cooling bills. Insurance work,
baths
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
and
kitchens,
restorations.
estimates.
Murray Remodeling, 753.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN 5167.
and gas installption, will do WILL DO plumbing, heating
plumbing, heating and sir and
air
conditionints,
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
remodeling and repairs
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, around the home. 75122)1.
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White. 753-0685.
NEED TREES cut? Landon
Tree Service. Call George
Swift and
Landolt, 7534170.
Appraisals
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
Illember WU* Listing
now all oak $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service, WET
BASEMENT? We
cal) 382-2442 days or nights or make wet basements dry,
382-2791 days.
work completely guaranor teed.. Call or write Morgan
ROOFING,
FLAT
shingles, water proofing and Construction Co., Route 2,
mobile homes. 15 years Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1experience. Call 435-4173.
,142-7026.
ROOFING,
EXCELLENT
references,
call
753-1486 WILL HAUL rock and lime,
between 7 am and 3:30 Pm, reasonable rates Call 489
2154.
ask for Shelia
INSULATION BLOWN in by

TRIPP V/ILUAIIS

4311-2415

FOR SALE
Residence 205 N. fith St. near downtown Murray frame,I bedrooms on main floor and large room
upper floor, gas floor furnace. Zoned 3B. Central
business,owner out of town and needs to sell. Immediate possession. Listed at $19,000.00 make
me an offer.
CLAUOE L

MILLER
REAL ESTATE

53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Generalhome remodeling,
753-5084-Phones--753-3009
framing, aluminum siding,
24 how answer service
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395 4967 or 1-362-4895.
R
B
INTERIOR
&
'The Gas Savers"
CLEANEIV specialize in
professional
offices,
buildings, and homes. Call
439.2330
CONCRETE
&
BLOCK
WORK. Block garages,
$36,500. The Nelson
basements, driveways,
1978 GRAND PRIX, AM FM, walks, patios, steps, free
Shroat Co. Realtors,
air,
estimates.
cruise,
like
753-5476.
new.
Low
759-1707.
mileage, $.5,500 or assume CARPET CLEANING, at
The Nelson Shroat
loan with $1000 equity. 247 reasonable rates. Prompt
3906.
and efficient service. Custom
Co., Realtors
1972 LINCOLN MARK IV, all Carpet Care. 489.2774.
759-1707
power, excellent condition. CAN'T GET those small lobs
759.1718.
around the house or mobile
46 HOMES FOR SALE
1973 MAVERICK
GRAB- home done? Carpentry,
BER, 65,000 miles, good gas painting,
plumbing,
FOR SALE:
mileage, good condition, new aluminum siding, patios,
tires. Call 489.2743 after 4:30. small concrete jobs. Call 436
2 Bedroom house, good
1966
MUSTANG,
good 2562 after 5 pm.
location, large lot,
condition, Call 753-5884 after CARPET CLEANING, free
5 pm.
estimates,
satisfied
close to grocery, shop1976 OLDS DELTA 88 references, Vibra-Vac steam
ping center, and churRoyale, 4 door, all power, or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
ch. House is in good
air,
AM FM
stereo, Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
condition immediate
tapedeck, grey with maroon CARPENTERS
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles, AVAILABLE
to
do
possession Priced in
$3595. 753-1499 after 5 pm.
remodeling, etc. Call for
520's. Call -53-3796.
1974 PINTO, 2 DOOR. estimates, 753-6122 or 492.
automatic, $995. 1973 Olds 8465 after 4 pm.
FOR SALE by owner 4 Omega,
WORK,
6
cylinder, ELECTRICAL
pedroom, 2, 2 baths, living, automatic, power steering, commercial and residential.
dining, family room with one owner, $1195. Phone 489 Call tony Teschner, 354-8531,
if now answer 354-8201.
fireplace, den, covered patio, 2595.
double garage, gas heat, 1977 T BIRD, EXCELLENT FENCE SALES at Sears
large fenced
yard. 1701 condition, power, must sell. now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
JohnSon 753 1663
759 17)8
free estimates for
your
needs.
HOUSE AND 4, 2 wooded 50. UStI3 TRUCKS
acres, 6 miles east of 1973
FOR YOUR driveway white
BUICK
Murray $23,000 Call (502) with blud REGAL, white rock needs, call or see Roger
interior, low
639-6421 collect, after 5:30
Hudson.
We also do grading
mileage, sharp. Call 435.4428
pm.
and backhoe work, also
after 5 PM.
stockpile lime. For free
THREE bedroom 1975
NEW
CHEVROLET estimates call 753-4545
duplex with economical heat SI
or 753LVARADO pickup, power
6763.
pump system. Built in steering,
brakes and air. 753.
modern appliances, outside 0766 after
FOR ALL your antenna and
4 pm.
storage for each unit, Large
tower work, call Murray
private backyard. Close to 1971 CHEVY TANDOM, C-60 Appliance,753 1586.
college and shopping can series, call 753-0726.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
ters. Good monthly income. 1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP, Sears continous gutters
step side, short wheel bse,
Call 753 7947
per
your
wheels, roll bar fog lights, installed
specifications
Call Sears
AM-FM stereo, $2250. Call
753-2310 for free estimates.
753-0824
INSULATE AGAINST the
1977 CHEVY PICKUP, step
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
side mags,stereo, $4200. Call
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
753-8162 after 6 pm.
estimates, no obligation.
House
in
1976 CHEVY PICKUP, short Kentucky Tennessee
Gatesborough,
on
wheel base, 20,000 miles. 753- Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
large corner lot, three
5793.
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435bedroorns, (one large
1967 FORD PICKUP, V8, 4527.
• QuiLit Thal ‘Vill Pleaseradio, L.W.B., standard JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
master bedroom) two
transmission, good body, patching, also seal coating. 612 So. 9th
753-5719
and one half baths,
new battery and water pump Phone 436-2573.
3000 sq. ft. hying area.
and radiator, good tires,
cover,$675. 436 5610.
Write P.O. Box 3071,
1977 FORD 4 WHEEL drive
Murray, Kentucky,for
pickup, power steering,
appointment.
power brakes, air, AM FM
tape. Also a 1972 Chevy Nova
SIX ROOM brick house. Bath 350,3 speed,$800. 437-4257.
and i/2, 5 acres land, stable, 1974 FORD F 100 pickup,
corn crib and fall out shelter,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753deep well. Must sell due to 5458.
health. Call 436-5560.
1972 FORD, ECONOLINE
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
300 van, $800 or best offer
brick vanier, carpet and
This home located at 1637
utility room located in New Call 7539291.
Providence area on 150 X 140 1973 FORD,4-WHEEL drive,
Catalina Drive is ideal for a
lock
in
lock
out
hubs,
no
lot. Call 753-3231 or 753-5881
first home or for a retired
power or air, $2100. Call 489
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath
couple and should qualify for
house on Concord highway 2203.
3.4 miles from city limits. 1964 FORD PICKUP, 1375
V.A. financing.
Sunken living room, dining 759 1314
room, and kitchen with all 1977 FORD PICKUP, brown,
built in large utility room, 2 AM radio, cruise, topper on
car garage with brick out back. Notify Randy Roberts,
building, large patio, extra 753.8825 from 8 AM to 5 PM.
large lot with tower antenna 1976 GMC VAN, call 753-15,
10
With concrete drive. Call 435- after 6 pm.
•11
4428 after 5 pm.
1975 GMC PICKUP truck,
OutakleStorage
47. MOTORCYCLES
private owned, 38,000 mile's,
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call excellent condition. 753-7361.
Bedroom
753.8019.
1973 GMC PICKUP, like new,
Kitchen
ii
1975 HONDA C8.200, ex- 350 engine, power and air,
13 13
cellent condition, less than 4,100 miles, topper, 2X2
1500 actual miles, many hitch, brakes for camper
trailer Call 753 3110.
extra features. Call 767-4786

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So, 12th St.

REOPENED FOR BUSINESS

The Old Oak Tree
Restaurant
located at
Buchanan Resort

Serving hours 6 a.m.till 10 p.m.

Specialties
CATFISH SEAFOOD STEAKS

Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
For That Personal Touch See...

NEW
TWO STORY

This 3 bedroom, 11.4
bath house will appeal
to folks of all ages.
Maintenance
free
house with thermopane windows and
central
electric
heating and cooling
Tastefully
systems.
decorated in neutral
colors. Call today to
see this choke new
listing. Priced in the
low 40's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all your Real
Estate Needs.

Thornton Tile
8, Marble

ANOTHER NEW LISTING

ot

I

NEW

Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital

1977 BLACK TRANS Am,
Smokey and the Bandit
model. 1978 Buick Regal,
turbo charged Call 759-4714
after 7 pm.
1967 BAJA BUG, $350 759
1334
1973 CHARGER, 78,500
miles, body, engine good,
$700. Call 767-6102 after 5 pm.
1970 CHEVELLE S4PER
Sport, new tires, $800. Also
1969 Ford LTD wagon, $600
759-4000 after 5pm.
1968 CADILLAC, EL Dorado,
753 8019
CHEVY
VAN,
1976
automatic with power and
air. Call 753-7785.
1969 CENTINTAL EXTRA
clean, all new tires, 2 owner
car,$650. Call 436-2427.
CHRYSLER
NEW
1975
Yorker, loaded with extras,
mileage, excellent
low
condition. Call 753-6660 or
nights 753.6121.
1978 DATSUN 13210 GX, 5
speed, AM-FM, one owner,
excellent gas mileage, 19,000
miles,$4000. 753-8780.
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
Excellent condition. 30 plus
mpg. $1500. During day call
753-1916 and ask for Lisa.
After 500 call 753.6331
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner. (901) 642-6742 or`7823408

NEW
FREE!
ANE
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
stn Wheels Sold through
March 31st, White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east Of
Murray on Highway 94. 1530605.
MUST SELL! 1977 fully self
contained Jayco travel
trailer, includes hitch,
swaybar. stabilizers, brakes,
and mirrors. Call 492.8745
PACE ARROW,motor home,
28 foot, 1978, 3,000 miles.
perfect condition, call 753.
7853.
52. BOATS a MOTORS
CHALLENGER BASS boat.
1)5 Merc. W-PT. Complete,
all accessories. $3400. 492
8556 after 3 pm.
FOR
SALE,
16
toot
aluminum boat, 70 hp motor,
trailer. 436.5686.
1978 JET BOAT, silver,
black, and red, metal plate,
454 Chevy, chrome headers,
dual chrome wheels on
trailer, like new, extra
sharp Call 4354428 after 5
Pm.
MUST SELL! 1978 17 foot fish
and Ski boat with 85 hp
Johnson motor, 12.24 motor
guide, depth finder and other
extras. Will make good deal
Also 1977 Dodge Adventurer
150, 4X4, bought March 1978,
excellent condition, many
extras. CaH 759-1940 after 5
PM.
1962 OWENS CRUISER, 23
foot, 150 Mer•cruise, 47/-2788.
1978
SILVERLINE,
FIBERGLASS, V hull 16
foot, 115 hp Johnson motor,
130 hours, all accessories. A1 condition, $1595. King size
mattress set, like new. Call
489.2551.

close to Paris Landing

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Cosstrol

216 South 12th

oins,
dollar
64 and
ollars
9 will
I (901)

HARLEY DAVIDSON
and
Springer, chopped
molded, kick and oo. $1200
firm. Call 434.5437
1975 YAMAHA 6.50, 1350 759
1334.

gol
n ei
u

SPRING IS HERE
In
k bed
• 78.
flute,

1974

GOOD NEws?

13.SERVICES OFFERED

51. CAMPERS

47 MOTORCYCLES

Paved
Carport
124112%
OFFICE HOURS

Closed All Day

Wed

Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
1.1111(1 SHIM $1.25
km Remittal II lows. calls Meese call 753-3645 me dayin
voice. Notary Poblic Service

Paved Drive

'11onr1;i
riday 7:30-Neon
P9IC1 FAIR CUT $1.58

NUII"CKLE BARBER SN°P

Living Room
13.13

Bedroom
10.114

I

Applications are now being acceptedfor the
position of

Executive Director of
the Calloway County

Red Cross Chapter
Resumes may be mailed to
Mr. Stuart Poston
Vico Chairman
Box 488
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Osedlin• for mower cmI appearrions is friday, March
WM 1979 at 4.4111 p.ns.

John Smith,
Realtor
Village Center, U.S. 6411' North
Call 153-7411 (Anytime!)

Bedroorr
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Owner Testifies Stored Waste
Not Hazardous Or Dangerous

Stumping Toward May
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Two Democratic gubernatorial
hopefuls
are
scheduled to open campaign
headquarters in Lexington
within a week.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
opens her office Saturday
morning and former Commerce Commissioner W.
Terry McBrayer will open his
office Friday.
+++
An organizational meeting
for McBrayer's gubernatorial
campaign in Calloway County
will be held Monday at 7:30
p.m. in Murray City Hall,
according to local coordinator
Jane Hopson.
+++
In addition to the various
statewide offices up for grabs
this May, candidates for
Murray City Council will also
be seeking nominations. The
terms of the present 12 council
inembers.expire at the end of
this year.

Councilman Billy Balentme
is the only incumbent thus far
that has advised this
newspaper he is definitely
seeking re-election.
The deadline for filing for
the election is April 4.
+++
Jim Vernon, candidate for
lieutenant governor, has
proposed a state constitutional
amendment providing for
voter initiative, referendum
and recall.
Under
the
proposed
amendment, voters could
petition for a vote on a
proposed law or consitutional
amendment, on a law already
passed by the General
Assembly, or on whether to
remove a public official from
office,
+++
Ray White, candidate for
the Republican nomination for
governor who filed his papers
in Frankfort Friday, has

hinted that taxes may become
an issue in the GOP campaign.
Former Gov. Louie Nunn,
who is expected to file for the
GOP nod Monday, was in
office at the time the state
sales tax was hiked from three
percent to five percent.
White is from Bowling
Green. Perenial Republican
DEDICATE PUBLICATION — The book First Christian
candidate Thurman Hamlin of
Church History will be unveiled at the First Christian
London is also in the race.
Church of Murray at 10:45 a.m. Sunday March 11 during
+++
the worship service. Displaying the publication are (from
Democratic gubernatorial
left) the Rev. Dr. David Roos, pastor of the church; Mrs.
candidate Harvey Sloane has
Lochie Hart, history committee chairman and Walt Apindicated his support for
person, chairman of the church board.
legislation adding non-voting
students and professors to the
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
state Council on Higher
Education as well as expanding the terms of voting
CHE members from four to
six years.
Sloane said the one year
student and faculty appointments would be rotated
annually among the eight
Members
The Rev. Dr. David Roos,
of
the
state-supported universities.
congregation of the First church pastor, will present the
Christian Church of Murray publication, 213 pages, at the
will unveil and dedicate the morning service; and there
publication of the First will be remarks by Mrs. Hart
Christian Church History at and Walt Apperson, chairman
the 10:45 a.m. worship service of the church board.
on Sunday, March 11.
Following the morning
The history has been a four service a reception, to which
year project of the History the public is invited, will be
Committee of the local held in the fellowship hall of
two months of a one-year
A group of Goins' friends congregation with Mrs. Lochie the church. Persons may
sentence when he was have launched a
drive to raise Hart as chairman of the autograph and pick up the
released Friday from the money for his fine.
group. Some two dozen books to take home or others
Fayette County Detention
The former judge has taken
members aided in the may wish to mail them to
Center.
insulin for his diabetes for research and preparation of relatives and former church
His
lawyer,
William about eight years, according the book.
members in other cities.
Johnson of Frankfort, filed a to a letter to
the court from
Dr. Roos and the church
Lyle Underwood, former
motion for early release on Dr. Samuel R.
board chairman and member board expressed thanks to the
Scott, associate
medical grounds.
professor of medicine at the
of the church, was in charge of members of the historical
Goins suffers from diabetes University of
Kentucky's the printing and binding of the committee, and urge those
and hypertension, according Albert B. Chandler
publication. The art work on who wish to take part in this
"The Cost Of Selling Out To
Medical
to a Feb. 28 medical report by Center.
the hard bound volume was historical event to attend the Sin" will be the subject of the
a Lexington physician.
sermon by the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
Since being jailed, Goins' done by Jim Clinkenbeard, a Sunday morning services.
Goins pleaded guilty Jan. 16
former
Also
White, pastor of the Memorial
at
member
the
church
daily
and
services
now
insulin
a
dosage
has into two amended misdemeanor
on Sunday the presentations of Church, at the 10:50 a.m.
resident of Fort Thomas.
creased
from
42
units
to
50
charges stemming from the
The brown hard cover with the God and Country Awards services on Sunday, March 11,
disappearance of nearly units, said Scott, who
the gold embossing of the in Boy Scouting will be at the church. His scripture
$70,000 in fines and forfeitures examined Goins.
High blood pressure also is church, as it looks today, is presented to Mark and Paul will be from Gen.3:6-24, 7:14.
from Franklin Quarterly
The children's sermon will
evident in Goins and its titled "The Lord's Day and Austin, Danny Fleming, and
Court.
Others 1856-1978." The project Billy Smith by Charles Clark, precede the special music by
treatmen
t
during
his
conHe had been in jail here
was given emphasis at the district scout executive.
the Sanctuary Choir, directed
finement has been hampered
since entering the plea.
First Christian Church's 120th
Directing the music will be by Tommy Wilkins with
because
Goins
cannot
control
Keller heard Goins' guilty
homecoming celebration in Margaret Porter with Maxine Margaret Wilkins as organist
plea after Franklin County the salt content in his diet,
July 1978 with Ty Holland in Clark as organist. Others and Sharon Owens as pianist.
judges disqualified them- Scott said.
assisting in the service will be
charge of the event.
Guy Cunningham, deacon of
selves.
'It is obvious that his blood
Gary Martin, Dr. William F. the week, will assist in the
Under terms of his release. pressure is not being conSmith, Jr., Dr. Woodfin services.
Goins must pay a 525,585 fine, trolled at this time.. It is my
Hutson, elmer Collins, Dave
The pastor will also speak at
serve two years on probation medical opinion that longEldredge, Mrs. Bailey Gore, the 7 p.m. services.
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by on the subject, "The Tempspeaker at the 8:30 and 10:40 the Carillon Bell Choir, and
providing for voter initiative, the electorate.
a tations of Jesus...and Us" at
referendum and recall.
The initiative — whereby a.m. and 6 p.m. worship selection by the Church Choir the 10:45 a.m, worship serVernon made his proposal at proposed laws or con- services on Sunday, March 11, at the morning hour; and a vices on Sunday, March 11.
a news conference after he stitutional amendments are at the Seventh and Poplar solo by Mrs. Linda Wright,
His scripture reading will be
had filed his candidacy papers placed on the ballot — would Church of Christ.
Luke 4:1-4. The
organ offertory by Joan from
"Spending A Day With Bowker, and a selection by
in the secretary of state's require a petition signed by
will
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office.
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"I suggest that I have put percent of the average vote for sermon topic with the hour.
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before you the most important governor over the previous scripture to be from John
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Moody, Slater as director.
percent of the average vote for will be "The Outsiders" with minister of education, and
Jean Geurin will assist with
scipture from Luke 15:11-12.
an amendment.
Wayne Halley, minister of the sermon on Sunday. Ushers
Assisting in the services will music, will assist in the
ser- will be Sal Matarazzo, A. H.
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls, vices.
Kopperud, Bill Kopperud, and
Nicky Ryan, Joe Thornton,
Volunteer nursery workers Clell Petersen.
Keith Higgins, Earl Nanny, will be Mr. and Mrs.
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Ray
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and Ricky Cherry.
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Jerry Fulton, and Max
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Farley.
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a.m. and Church Training at 6
3,311 p.m. wed 4 p.m. Seer
Ed A. Thomas and Randy p.m. on Sunday.
include Dorothy Moore Circle
drys t• Aware &savory of the
Wright will serve on the
The Sing and Tell Spring at home of Frances Matarazzo
elawspapet. Calle etort be
Extension Department. The Mission Tour will start today at 7:15 p.m. Monday; worship
pleted by 6 p.m. ~kitty* yr
teen nursery helper will be with concerts planned
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delivery
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tgomery, Ala.

Book To Be Dedicated
During Sunday Service

Former Judge-Executive Goins
Released From Detention Center
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Agreeing with a doctor's
report that his health would be
endangered by further time in
jail, Fayette Circuit Judge
James Keller has released
former Franklin County
Judge-Executive Jack Goins
on probation.
Goins had served less than

!OBITUARIES 1
Kirksey Man Dies
At Home, Services
Set For Sunday
Harold W. Lawrence ,58, of
Kirksey, died suddenly at
11:55 a.m. Friday at his home.
Born May 30, 1921 in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Claude Thomas
Lawrence and Lynn Marine
Lawrence. He was an electrician,^1 farmer and was a
member of the Kirksey
Church of Christ.
Survivors include two
sisters, Mrs. Joann Harris of
Memphis, Term., and Mrs.
Leona Murdock of Rt. 2
Murray. Several nieces,
nephews, uncles and aunts,
who reside in Calloway County
also survive.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial will
follow in the Tucker Cemetery
at Kirksey.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 1:00 p.m.
today Saturday.

Organizational
Meet*
For

Terry McBrayer
Far %veneer. Calepdpe

Mon. Mardi 12
7:30 p.m.
at City Hall
Paid for tri Jane Hopson ac
tine treasurer

Memorial Church
To Hear Dr. White
And Dr. Whittaker

Catholic Services
Planned For Week

Candidate Wants People
To Have More Direct Say

Chopped Steak
Dinner

Bel-Air Center

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
The owner of hundreds of
barrels of industrial waste
stored illegally at an abandoned
Hardin
County
brickyard las testified that
there is nothing hazardous or
dangerous at the site.
Donald Distler, president of
Kentucky Liquid Recycling
Inc., said Friday that
everything he considers a
hazard at the site has been
cleaned up since Jan. 19, when
the state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
issued him an "abate and
alleviate" order.
At an administrative
hearing, state environmental
protection officials sought to
justify the orders issued to
Distler and independent
trucker Ken Shelton, who
allegedly owns about a third of
the barrels at the site.
Hugh Archer, an attorney
for the department, called a
string of witnesses in an attempt to prove that Distler
and Shelton should be
required to dispose of the
waste properly.
Bob Sholar, an environmental specialist with
the Bureau of Environmental
Protection, testified that he
suffered headaches while
inspecting the site on hot, still
days. Sholar attributed the
headaches to vapors from
corroded or partially open 55gallon drums.
However, Distler said he
had worked at the site for as

First Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak
At Both Services

John Dale Speaker
For Services At
Seventh & Poplar

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin
Speak At Services

matfiria

long as 12 hours at a time
without ever getting a
headache.
Sholar
described
the
brickyard as "in a state of
disorder." He said some
barrels were stacked on
concrete platforms but that
others were placed directly on
the ground. Some showed
signs of leaking, while others
were empty that appeared to
have contained material, he
said.
Under cross-examination by
Distler's attorney, Frank
Haddad, Sholar said he saw
only one drum leaking during
a site inspection Thursday.

Supervisor Resigns
Although Program
Receives $815,000
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Blue Grass Employment
and Training Program is
receiving $815,000 to provide
summer jobs to about 1,100
youths, but is losing the
program's supervisor.
Diane Rigney, 29, has
resigned effective March 31,
citing "personal reasons."
"I don't have another job
lined up. I just don't want to
work here anymore," Ms.
Rigney said Friday.
She took the $13,100-a-year
position 14 months ago after
working for the Head Start
program in Lawrenceburg.
The jobs program is being
funded by part of a $10.6
million grant to the statefrom
the U.S. Department of labor.
The local program's share
of funds will be distributed to
youths aged 14-21 in seven
counties: Bourbon, Clark,
Franklin, Madison, Scott,
Woodford and Fayette.

Methodist Church
To Hear Missionary
Speak Here Sunday
Only one morning worship
service at 10:50 a.m. on
Sunday, March 11, will be held
at the First United Methodist
Church, according to the
pastors, the Rev. Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., and the Rev.
Robert E. Farless.
Guest speaker at the service
will be Joe C. Stroud,
missionary to Japan. He and
his wife will also speak for the
Adult and Youth Sunday
School Classes at 9:45 a.m. on
Sunday. A coffee for' Mrs.
Stroud will be held at 2 p.m.
Sunday in the parlor of the
church by the Church Women.
Paul Shahan will direct the
Chancel Choir as they sing the
anthem, "Alleluia," with Bea
Farrell as organist. Eleanor
Diuguid will sing a solo, "I
Was The Tree."
Greeters for Sunday will be
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Homra.
The Youth of the church will
sponsor a Pancake Supper on
Sunday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
church. Tickets are $1.50 and
may be purchased at the door.
At 6:30 p.m. a film on World
Hunger will be shown.
The Clothing Pickup for the
Mountain Mission is scheduled
at the church on Wednesday,
March 14.

Bruce Logue To Be
Guest Speaker At
University Church
Guest speaker at the 10:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, March 11,
at the University Church of
Christ will be Bruce Logue of
Winona, Minn.
Mr. Logue, a native of
Louisiana, has his B. A.
degree in Bible and Biblical
Languages from Harding
College and an M. A. from
Winona State University in
Counseling. He and his wife, a
native of Sparta, Tenn., have
two children, 6 and 9 years of
age.
The guest speaker will also
speak to a combined high
school through adult class in
the auditorium at 9:30 a.m. on
Sunday.
Assisting in the services on
Sunday will be Ernie Bailey,
W. H. Brooks, Wayne
Williams, Vernon Gantt, Rob
Gingles, Richard Smith, and
Leroy Eldridge.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Keith Hays,
Larry Wright, Terry Smith,
Darrell Dycus, Chuck Wilson,
Tim Feltner, Jimmy West,
Jeff Berkley,and J. H. Nix.
Nursery supervisors will be
Joann Simmons, Earlene
Doran, Sue Smith, Edwina
Key, Wilma Wilson, and
Karen Jones.
Wednesday
evening
devotional speakers for March
will include Larry Wright,
Sherrill Gargus, Steve
Cochrnm,
Wayne
and
Williams.
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John McClure, a geologist
who is assistant to state
Environmental Protection
Commissioner Bert Roark,
said samples taken from the
drums showed they contained
mainly benzene and toluene,
which he described as "a
fairly standard type of waste
associated with the paint
industry."
McClure said benzene is a
highly flammable carcinogen,
or cancer causing agent. It
can cause anemia that may
lead to leukemia, he said.
Edward Steuterinann, an
attorney representing
Distler's firm, asked McClure
if there weren't "a lot of
materials more hazardous
than benzene that are in
common use." McClure said
there are.
Mike McCann, a geologist
with the division of water
quality, said the wastes stored
at the brickyard posed a
potential threat to water
supplies of nearby Fort Knox
and the community of West
Point. He said he would not
recommend it as a storage
area for industrial waste for
that reason.
However, under crossexamination he .said samples
taken by the department
revealed no contamination of
water supplies from any of the
20 wells in the area.
Hearing officer John
Leathers recessed the hearing
for about 10 days, since
Shelton was not represented
by an attorney.
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